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<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-4 Red</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Early Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5-6 Red/Yellow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Early Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>7-8 Yellow</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>9-10 Blue</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>11-12 Blue/Green</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>13-14 Green</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>15-16 Orange</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>17-18 Turquoise</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Early Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>19-20 Purple</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Early Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>21 Gold</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Early Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22 Gold</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23 Silver</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24 Silver</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25 Emerald</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>26 Emerald</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>27 Ruby</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>28 Ruby</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>29 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 Sapphire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**An Anty-War Story**

This anti-war story is told through the eyes of Douglas, the only ant in Antworld who has a name. He dreams of joining the beautiful line that delivers food, but he’s been enlisted to be a soldier, and it’s probably for the best that he doesn’t understand quite what that means...

**An Anty-War Story ©18 Ross 978-1-5415-3564-0**

HC LST: $27.55  
HC DISC: $22.04  
**Specifications:** Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 7 ¾” x 10” • Pages: 32  
• Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork  
• Lerner Publishing Group (Andersen Press)

---

**Auntie Loves You**

This touching tribute to an Auntie’s love celebrates the sweet bond between an aunt and her little bunny. From tender snuggles to play and giggles, author Helen Foster James and illustrator Petra Brown capture the unique relationship in loving colour.

**Auntie Loves You ©18 James 978-1-5341-1011-3**

HC LST: $21.60  
HC DISC: $17.28  
**Specifications:** Binding: Hardcover • Size: 10” x 10” • Pages: 32  
• Colour Illustrations  
• Sleeping Bear Press

---

**Basic Concepts**

Young children love a story they can interact with. Rocking Chair Kids books are perfect for read-alouds and one-on-one reading. This series introduces basic concepts children need to know before starting school.

**New Series!**

**Big Box of Shapes ©16 Blevins 978-1-63440-417-4**

PB LST: $10.00  
PB DISC: $8.00  
**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 8” x 8” • Pages: 24  
• Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork  
• LernerClassroom

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Be a Good Dragon

When Enzo the dragon catches a cold, it’s no mere sniffle. No indeed! His coughs and sneezes set fields aflame and barns on fire. The villagers are fleeing their farms and the townsfolk are up in arms. What’s a poor fire-sneezing dragon to do? As it turns out, a royal magician has just the right medicine to help Enzo get rid of his cold. And soon, with a little bit of Abbra-ka-brew, Enzo is feeling better and ready to head back to his dragon den. Told in rollicking rhyming text this cautionary tale from author/illustrator Kurt Cyrus (Shake a Leg, Egg! and Invisible Lizard) reminds readers of all ages to cover their mouths when they sneeze.

NEW Be a Good Dragon ©18 Cyrus 978-1-58536-383-4
HC LST: $22.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-9
HC DISC: $18.36
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9" x 11" • Pages: 32
• Colour Illustrations
• Peanut Butter Press

Benny's Dream Horse

Benny has a plan to transform an old delivery horse into a galloping steed so he can be a cowboy. When his impatience gets the better of him, things take a dangerous turn. With love and understanding from his family and especially his kind neighbour, Mr. Bekker, Benny learns how to make his dream come true in a different way.

NEW Benny's Dream Horse ©18 Zaidman 978-1-92773-555-8
HC LST: $22.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $18.36
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 8 ½" x 11" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Peanut Butter Press

Bonkers!

Sunset Safari Park could be in danger of shutting down! Zebra and his friends try to think of how to save their home, but they might have to go a little bonkers!

NEW Bonkers! ©18 Treleaven 978-1-84886-310-1
HC LST: $27.55 Interest Level: Ages 5-8
HC DISC: $22.04
Specifications: Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 10 ¼" x 10 ½" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Maverick Arts)
Bullying the bullfrog lives in a pond full of lilies. The flowers are beautiful, fragrant, and enjoyed by the many other creatures that also inhabit the pond. The pond is a very pleasant place to live. Or it should be. Instead, Bully decides that only he should be able to enjoy the beautiful lilies. He demands that the other inhabitants of the pond leave. And once Bully has the flowers to himself, his selfish behaviour almost destroys them. Can anyone stop Bully and his bullying ways? As it turns out, the answer is YES! Using humour and whimsy, author-illustrator Jennifer Sattler masterfully shows young readers that standing up together can make all the difference in the world.

**Bully ©18**

*Jennifer Sattler*  
978-1-58536-416-9

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Hardcover  
- Size: 10” x 10”  
- Pages: 32  
- Colour Illustrations  
- Sleeping Bear Press

---

Daddy Cuddle

Young Bunny rises early, eager to start the day, but will Daddy ever wake up?

**Daddy Cuddle ©17**

*Kate Mayes*  
978-1-68152-193-0

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Library  
- Size: 8 ¼” x 8 ¼”  
- Pages: 32  
- Features: Colour Photographs  
- Amicus

---

Bright Owl Books

Kane Press’s series of super simple easy readers, Bright Owl Books, launches with Molly Coxe's five fun photographic stories, which feature the short vowel sounds and are each only around 100 words.

- **Cubs in a Tub ©18** by Molly Coxe  
  978-1-57565-985-5

- **Hop Frog ©18** by Molly Coxe  
  978-1-57565-982-4

- **Princess Pig ©18** by Molly Coxe  
  978-1-57565-979-4

- **Rat Attack ©18** by Molly Coxe  
  978-1-57565-973-2

- **Wet Hen ©18** by Molly Coxe  
  978-1-57565-976-3

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Library  
- Size: 8 ¾” x 8 ½”  
- Pages: 32  
- Features: Colour Photographs

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Dino Moon

What if dinosaurs had been born on the moon? They could have held races on shooting stars, cooked barbecue close to the sun, or piled up comets to build castles in the night sky. Just imagine!

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 9 ¾" x 9 ¾"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (StarBerry Books)

**Details:**
- HC LST: $27.55
- HC DISC: $22.40
- Interest Level: Age 4-6

Dino-Christmas

How do dinosaurs celebrate Christmas? With ice-skating, decorating, snowball fights, a parade, and more! Share in the dinosaurs’ delight as they make cookies, dream about their presents, sing carols, and keep a lookout for Santa Claws! Lisa Wheeler and Barry Gott team up again to bring hilarious dinosaurs antics to life.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 10 ¾" x 8 ½"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Author Biography, Colour Illustrations, Illustrator Biography, Terms in Colour, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)

**Details:**
- HC LST: $27.55
- HC DISC: $22.04
- Reading Level: Grade 2

Dot, Stripe, Squiggle

This striking board book introduces the extraordinary patterns displayed in living things by featuring nine dotted, striped, or squiggly sea creatures.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library
- Size: 6 ¼" x 8"
- Pages: 28
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Creative Editions

**Details:**
- HC LST: $12.85
- HC DISC: $10.28
- Interest Level: Ages 4-6

Elmer’s Walk

As Elmer strolls through the jungle, appreciating the beautiful smell of the flowers or watching the butterflies dance, his friends rush past, far too busy to stop and enjoy it with him. Can Elmer find anyone to share the moment with?

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Trade Hardcover
- Size: 9 ½" x 11"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Andersen Press)

**Details:**
- HC LST: $27.55
- HC DISC: $22.04
- Interest Level: Ages 4-8
An Extraordinary Ordinary Moth

Feeling quite ordinary, a plain gray moth sadly compares itself to its more exotic kin, such as the Luna Moth, the Spider Moth, and the Hummingbird Moth. And the little moth feels even worse when a young girl sees it and says “Eewww!” But things change when her brother explains that this particular type of moth is his favourite kind of insect. Maybe an ordinary moth is really extraordinary after all. Back matter includes fascinating moth facts, along with a special activity.

An Extraordinary Ordinary Moth ©18 Gray 978-1-58536-372-8

HC LST: $22.95  Interest Level: Ages 4-9
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 10” x 10” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Activity
• Sleeping Bear Press

A Fall Ball for All

In this lyrical celebration of fall, the autumn wind invites forest animals to the annual windfall ball. Young readers will delight in colourful illustrations showing how various animals consume and store fall harvest bounties in preparation for winter.

A Fall Ball for All ©18 Swenson 978-1-5124-9803-5

HC LST: $30.60  Interest Level: Ages 7-8
HC DISC: $24.48  Guided Reading Level: N

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Author Biography, Author’s Note, Illustrator Biography, Original Artwork
• Millbrook Press

Fernando’s Fun-tastic Friends

Fernando is the new boy at school. His new friends want him to join their fitness fun club, but Fernando would rather read comic books, play video games, and watch Frankenstein movies. What will become of Fernando? Follow Fernando as he finds out how healthy living can be fun-tastic!

Fernando’s Fun-tastic Friends ©18 Powell 978-1-92773-550-3

HC LST: $19.95  Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 8” x 8” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Peanut Butter Press

First Chapters-The Jupiter Twins (Funny Bone Books™)

Trudy and Tina are best friends. They are also twins. Trudy loves adventure and Tina is happy to go along for the ride—as long as it is a smooth ride! Young readers will enjoy the familiar adventures with the Jupiter Twins. First Chapters books are easy introductions to chapter books for young readers. Jupiter Twins books range from 850 to 1,200 words each.

Field Trip to Mars (Book 1) ©18 Dinardo 978-1-63440-253-8
Lost on Earth (Book 2) ©18 Dinardo 978-1-63440-254-5
Scout Trip to Saturn (Book 3) ©18 Dinardo 978-1-63440-255-2
Party on Pluto (Book 4) ©18 Dinardo 978-1-63440-256-9

PB LST: $7.15  Interest Level: Ages 5-7
PB DISC: $5.72  Guided Reading Level: L

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork, Table of Contents
• LernerClassroom (Red Chair Press)
First Times

A picture book that celebrates the important adventures children experience as they grow.

First Times ©17 Ghigna 978-1-4598-1198-0

HC LST: $19.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardback • Size: 8 ¾” x 10 ¾” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Florence & Leon

A touching story about a friendship where differences become strengths and a length of straw brings two people together.

Florence & Leon ©18 Boulerice 978-1-4598-1822-4

HC LST: $19.95 Interest Level: Ages 3-9
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Four Seasons of Fun:

Egg Hunts! Fireworks! Pumpkins! Reindeer!

Set against the backdrop of a magnificent apple tree, this book uses poetry to cycle through the changes of the four seasons. Beginning with springtime, rhyming couplets take young readers through seasonal activities such as kite flying in the spring, summertime picnicking, fall trick-or-treating, all the way to building snowmen in the winter, before cycling back to spring again. One verse in each season references a major holiday, including Easter and Christmas.


HC LST: $22.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 10” x 10” • Pages: 32
• Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press
Good Night, Forest

Even the forest has to sleep! This sweet walk through the forest says good night to flora and fauna alike, from the quiet bunny to the howling coyote. With silly, colourful illustrations and soft rhyme that is sure to lull little ones off to sleep, this will be a favorite bedtime pick.

Good Night, Forest ©18 Brennan-Nelson 978-1-58536-388-9

HC LST: $22.95 Interest Level: Ages 3-8
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9” x 11” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

Grow

A young girl’s seed of an idea to clean up an abandoned inner city lot grows into something big when neighbours work together to create a garden full of colour and life.

Grow ©18 Platt 978-1-68152-239-5

HC LST: $25.75 Interest Level: Ages 3-9
HC DISC: $20.60

Specifications: Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 9 ½” x 8 ½” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Amicus
Hannah's Tall Order: An A to Z Sandwich

A young girl's seed of an idea to clean up an abandoned inner city lot grows into something big when neighbours work together to create a garden full of colour and life.

New Title!

HC LST: $22.95  Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $18.36
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover  •  Size: 9” x 11”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

Harry's Hiccups

Poor Harry can't get rid of his hiccups in this charming picture book written by Jean Little.

New Title!

HC LST: $19.95  Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $15.96
Specifications: Binding: Hardback  •  Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ¼”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Hi! I'm the New Baby

Award-winning author Tina Powell gets her inspiration from everyday life. When Tina’s son held his new baby sister for the first time, he immediately wanted to know if she could talk. That gave Tina an idea. Who better to teach an older sibling what a baby can and cannot do than the baby itself? In this heartwarming, interactive book, a new baby tells its older sibling all the things it can and cannot do, while posing questions to the older child. Hi! I’m the New Baby uses understanding, communication, and respect to help children find that special love and friendship that only siblings can share.

New Title!

HC LST: $19.95  Interest Level: Ages 3-8
HC DISC: $15.96
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover  •  Size: 8” x 8”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Peanut Butter Press

Honk! Splat! Vroom!

Five mice speed down a road race, eager to cross the finish line. But first they must overcome all sorts of messy obstacles, including mud and one very hungry cat! Luckily, a friendly goose saves the day. Told in 53 simple words, this delightful picture book will appeal to the youngest of readers!

New Title!

HC LST: $27.55  Interest Level: Ages 3-5
HC DISC: $22.04
Specifications: Binding: Library Bound  •  Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ¼”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)
A Horse Named Jack

Jack is a rather silly horse. And when bored, he takes it upon himself to unlatch his stall and go for an adventure through the farm before escaping into the neighbour’s garden for a snack. This rhyming story counts up to ten as Jack makes his way across the farm and then back down as he races home with the neighbour hot on his heels.

NEW A Horse Named Jack ©18  Heyden 978-1-58536-395-7

HC LST: $22.95  Interest Level: Ages 3-8
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications:
• Binding: Hardcover
• Size: 11” x 9”
• Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

Hu-Wan and the Sleeping Dragon

Outside Beijing, China, in the year 1572, nine-year-old Hu-Wan tends the vegetable garden with his grandfather. Their specialty is growing gourds that are made into ladles and bowls and sold in the marketplace. Each year, one special gourd is made into a cricket cage. This year, it is Hu-Wan’s turn to grow and carve the special gourd. He decides it should be carved into the shape of a sleeping dragon. When Hu-Wan learns that the emperor has died and his nine-year-old son is named Emperor of China, he decides to give the dragon cricket cage to the young emperor to offer comfort and cheer.

NEW Hu-Wan and the Sleeping Dragon ©18  Young 978-1-58536-977-5

HC LST: $22.95  Interest Level: Ages 6-9
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications:
• Binding: Hardcover
• Size: 9” x 11”
• Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

I Got a Chicken for My Birthday

What a birthday girl wants more than anything from her Abuela are tickets to the amusement park. Instead she gets a chicken. But this chicken is no ordinary chicken; it has plans! With a lot of hard work, and help from lots of other animals, this chicken may just end up building the girl the best birthday gift ever.

NEW I Got a Chicken for My Birthday ©18  Gehl 978-1-5124-3130-8

HC LST: $27.55  Interest Level: Ages 4-7
HC DISC: $22.04

Specifications:
• Binding: Library Bound
• Size: 9 ¼” x 11”
• Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)
I Want My Dad!

The Little Princess is jealous of her friends—they all have dads who can do amazing things. The Cook bakes incredible cakes; the King always burns his. The Gardener takes his daughter on adventure-walks through the forest; the King gets lost on his way to bed. The Maid can teach the Little Princess to bake and she can take her for a walk, but will it be the same without her dad?

NEW I Want My Dad! ©18 Ross 978-1-5415-1453-9

HC LST: $27.55 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $22.04
Specifications: Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 9 ½” x 10 ½” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Andersen Press)

Island in the Salish Sea

A beautiful picture book about the simple joys of spending summer vacation on an island in the Salish Sea with Gran.

NEW Island in the Salish Sea ©18 McFarlane 978-1-4598-1345-8

HC LST: $19.95 Interest Level: Ages 3-9
HC DISC: $15.96
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 8 ¾” x 10 ¾” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Junk

Sylvia Samantha White is very good at finding—she just doesn’t know exactly what all her “junk” is good for, not yet at least. But when completely ridiculous disaster strikes, she springs into action and uses her junk to create solutions to the town’s troubles. A charming ode to collecting, creating, and following your bliss—even when you’re not entirely sure where it will lead you.

NEW Junk ©18 Day 978-1-58536-400-8

HC LST: $22.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-9
HC DISC: $18.36
Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9” x 11” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

Just My Style

On the way to the hair salon, young Anna imagines herself in a myriad of different hairstyles—and life styles—until finally, she decides that being herself is the best choice.

NEW Just My Style ©18 Shore & Ale 978-1-68152-202-9

HC LST: $25.75 Interest Level: Ages 3-9
HC DISC: $20.60
Specifications: Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 9” x 10” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Amicus
Yo ho ho! It’s the first day of kindergarten. Just imagine all the fun things to learn and experience! And who better than a pirate captain to drive the bus to school? He’s ready to share all the rules one needs to know to ride the bus and to get along with mates at school. But with the anticipation of the first day of school there also comes a bit of anxiety. And it turns out that being a big, blustery pirate captain is no guarantee against feeling insecure and a little frightened in strange and uncomfortable situations. Who can help a rough and tough pirate captain get over his fears and back to driving the school bus? Using humour and pirate-speak, Kindergarten Bus addresses some of the concerns and anxiety that many children feel on their first day of school or at the start of any new undertaking.

**Kindergarten Bus ©18 Ornstein 978-1-58536-398-8**

**HC LST: $22.95**  
**Interest Level: Ages 4-8**

**Specifications:** Binding: Hardcover  ● Size: 11" x 9"  ● Pages: 32  
● Features: Colour Illustrations  
● Sleeping Bear Press

---

**Latana Global Picture Books**

When the moon rises high and the stars twinkle, it is bedtime for the baby animals of the Indian forest. But tonight, when the skies turn dark and the night grows stormy, the little ones can’t sleep. SWISH-SWISH! CRACK-TRACK! FLASH-SNAP! goes the storm. Only Mama Elephant with her words of wisdom can reassure them, “You’re safe with me.”

**You’re Safe With Me ©18 Soundar 978-1-9113-7329-2**

**HC LST: $27.55**  
**Interest Level: Ages 5-7**

**Specifications:** Binding: Trade Hardcover  ● Size: 9 ¾" x 9 ½"  ● Pages: 32  
● Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork  
● Lerner Publishing Group (Lantana Publishing)

---

**Lucy Tries Sports ★**

In this picture book, Lucy and her friends learn introductory hockey skills as they try out a new sport.

**Lucy Tries Hockey ©18 Bowes 978-1-4598-1694-7**

**PB LST: $12.95**  
**Reading Level: Grades PK-3**

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  ● Size: 9" x 9"  ● Pages: 32  
● Features: Colour Illustrations, Diagrams, Fast Facts  
● Orca Book Publishers

---

All titles discounted 20%  ● Free shipping on orders over $150  ● saundersbook.ca
Mela and the Elephant

Mela sets out to explore the river outside her village but quickly ends up in trouble when her little boat is swept downstream and into the dense jungle. She encounters a crocodile, a leopard, and some monkeys, offering each a prize return for helping her find her way home but the animals snatch up their rewards without helping Mela back to her village. Just when she’s about to give up, an elephant shows Mela that kindness is its own reward. This fable is told with authentic Thai customs and includes an author’s note with more Thai traditions and language.

Mother Ghost: Nursery Rhymes for Little Monsters

From "Mary, Mary, Tall and Scary" to "Wee Willie Werewolf," this collection of classic nursery rhymes turned on their heads will give readers the chills–and a serious case of belly laughs. With clever rhyme and spooky illustrations, Mother Ghost is perfect for getting in the Halloween spirit. Boo!

May I Come In?

When thunder roars and lightning flashes, Raccoon is afraid to be alone in his home. So he hurries out to see if any of his neighbours in Thistle Hollow have room to spare for a friend in need. When Raccoon knocks on the doors of Possum, Quail, and Woodchuck, he is turned away. But then Raccoon spies a bright light in the storm. Will this next neighbour open up her house and heart to Raccoon? A tender story that reminds readers of all ages that a kind heart will always make room for one more.
My Red Velvet Cape

Mateo is so excited. It’s his birthday and he can’t wait! Not only will there be a party later with friends but his grandmother is bringing him a very special gift: a red velvet cape. It’s a cape for superheroes! Mateo imagines all the wonderful things that will happen when he wears the cape, from not needing to hold his big sister’s hand on the way to the bus to being more popular at school. But is the gift really what he thinks it is? Or did Mateo misunderstand what his grandmother said?

Specifications:
- Binding: Hardcover • Size: 10" x 10" • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Sleeping Bear Press

New Title!

My Family Four Floors Up

This friendly, rhyming story follows a child and her father—as well as their cute pets, a puppy and a cat—through the day. From morning ritual to bedtime story (and all the fun in between!), life in the fourth floor walk up and on the city streets and parks below is sweet and filled with tender moments between parent and child.

Specifications:
- Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9" x 9" • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Sleeping Bear Press

New Title!

My Best Friend Is a Goldfish

After arguing with his best friend about which game to play, a boy decides it’s time to find a new best friend. So he tries to becoming friends with his dog, his cat, and his goldfish. He learns to eat on the floor with his dog, take naps with his cat, and watch the world from underwater with his goldfish. But none of these animals measure up to his true best friend, and he has to learn the very important lesson that being different from each other doesn’t mean you can’t still be the best of friends.

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9" x 9" • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)

New Title!
The Night the Forest Came to Town ✪

The children are the only ones who notice a welcome intruder as a lively forest encroaches on a distracted town in this captivating picture book.

**NEW** The Night the Forest Came to Town ©18 Ghigna 978-1-4598-1650-3

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Hardback • Size: 8 ½” x 11” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations

**Interest Level:** Ages 3-9
HC LST: $19.95
HC DISC: $15.96

---

Norman and the Nom Nom Factory

Norman happily lives alone on Planet Gerp, spending every day making Nom Noms in his Nom Nom factory and eating only Nom Noms for every meal. It’s perfectly nice and quiet on Gerp . . . until a loud, strange creature arrives bringing even stranger foods. What will Norman do?

**NEW** Norman and the Nom Nom Factory ©18 Zou 978-1-6359-2032-1

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound • Size: 11 ½” x 10” • Pages: 32
- Features: Author Biography, Colour Illustrations, Illustrator Biography, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (StarBerry Books)

**Interest Level:** Ages 4-8
HC LST: $29.10
HC DISC: $23.28

---

Not Just A Book

A book is not just a book. It can be so many things: a hat or a building block, a flower press or a fly-swatter! But books are so much more than that. They can make you feel and can take you anywhere; they can make you laugh and can teach you anything you want to know.

**NEW** Not Just A Book ©18 Willis 978-1-54153-569-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 9 ½” x 11” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Andersen Press)

**Interest Level:** Ages 4-8
HC LST: $27.55
HC DISC: $22.04

---

The Old Man

Day breaks over the town. Get up, everybody! It’s time to go to school. For the old man too, it’s time to wake up. The night was icy and he’s hungry. His name? He doesn’t know . . . This is the story of a person with no job, no family, no home—a nobody, who can’t even remember what he was once named. But his day changes when he is noticed by a child.

**NEW** The Old Man ©18 Sarah V 978-1-7765-7191-8

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 8 ¾” x 5 ⅜” • Pages: 72
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Gecko Press)

**Interest Level:** Age 6
HC LST: $26.00
HC DISC: $20.80

---

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
Peter wants a pet more than anything in the world. But Peter’s parents have a list—a list of reasons why they don’t want a pet in the house. Their prime reason? Pets poop! Poo is stinky. Poo is messy. Poo will just not do. In this hilarious story about pets, parents, and poo, Peter knows just what to do!

**Peter’s Poofect Pet**

**New Title!**

Peter’s Poofect Pet ©18 Powell 978-1-92773-552-7

**Specifications:** Binding: Hardcover • Size: 8" x 8" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Peanut Butter Press

A puppy named Poppy hears a rustling behind her fence and does what any curious puppy would—digs a hole under! There she finds another puppy! The puppies find two more floppy puppy friends and go on a galloping, gamboling adventure...until they catch a fright and go racing back to their loving homes. Told in bouncing, rolling rhyme, this sweet story is sure to capture the hearts of little dog lovers everywhere.

**Pippa and Percival, Pancake and Poppy: Four Peppy Puppies**

**New Title!**

A puppy named Poppy hears a rustling behind her fence and does what any curious puppy would—digs a hole under! There she finds another puppy! The puppies find two more floppy puppy friends and go on a galloping, gamboling adventure...until they catch a fright and go racing back to their loving homes. Told in bouncing, rolling rhyme, this sweet story is sure to capture the hearts of little dog lovers everywhere.

**Specifications:** Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9" x 9" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

Once upon a time there was a very busy castle. And in that castle lived a king, a queen, a kind-hearted young princess, and all their courtiers and attendants. Everyone was very busy. The king conferred with his knights. The queen was occupied with her ladies-in-waiting. And the rest of the palace staff were doing their daily chores. Everyone was busy and working. Everyone but the princess, who wanted very much to be engaged like the others. But it seemed nobody wanted or needed her help. Determined to be useful, the princess sneaks away to the countryside. There she finds opportunities to help others outside the castle walls.

**The Princess and the Café on the Moat**

**New Title!**

The Princess and the Café on the Moat ©18 Markarian 978-1-58536-397-1

**Specifications:** Binding: Hardcover • Size: 9" x 11" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Sleeping Bear Press

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Rooster Wore Skinny Jeans

Rooster is so excited when his new skinny jeans come in the mail: the sparkling stitching, a striking gold hue, and the indigo denim, a dazzling blue! But what will the other animals think of his stunning new style?

Roof Octopus

When Nora hears a soft “tap, tap, tap” at her bedroom window she never expects it to be the tentacle of a very large octopus, but that’s exactly what it is—an octopus on her apartment building. The octopus turns out to be a very neighbourly sort of octopus, helping the residents to wash their cars or weed the window boxes, and Nora makes fast friends with him. But one morning, the octopus is nowhere in sight. Has he moved on already? And just when Nora wanted to bring him for Show and Tell!

Samantha’s Silli-icious Sandwiches

Samantha is sick of eating the same old, boring sandwiches for lunch. All the other kids have lunches that are fun. All the other kids have lunches that are exciting. Samantha takes matters into her own hands—and the results are silly-icious. This story encourages sharing, self-reliance, and a fun approach to nutrition.
The Snowflake Mistake

In a palace high above the clouds, a magical machine chugs and churns, making beautiful, identical snowflakes. When the Snow Queen leaves her daughter, Princess Ellie, in charge everything goes wrong and Ellie must hand make each flake! Can she make enough and will her mother be happy that they are not perfect?

Specifications:
- Binding: Trade Hardcover
- Size: 10 ¼” x 10 ½”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork

The Snowflake Mistake ©18
Miller
978-1-8488-6312-5

Seed Man

When a mysterious stranger carrying a bag of seeds comes to town, magical things start to happen. After Seed Man plants the seeds, a wonderful tree grows, bearing special "fruit" such as toys, musical instruments, and even a puppy! With assistance from some helpful fairies, Seed Man’s gifts are delivered all over town. Each gift perfectly suited to its recipient. And even if someone didn’t know they needed a special gift, Seed Man and the fairies knew. But not all the gifts are welcome at first, especially to someone whose heart has been broken.

Specifications:
- Binding: Hardcover
- Size: 9” x 11”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations

Seed Man ©18
Ikegami
978-1-58536-379-7
Sports Are Fantastic Fun!

Cycling, ice hockey, athletics, tennis... There are many sports and each has its merits: football is great, except when your team keeps shooting and missing. It can make you cry. Horse-riding is wonderful—so long as the horse does what the rider wants. Running, cycling and swimming require agility and endurance. Other sports like ballet are not about speed but strength and style. Golfers have to hit a ball into 18 holes. If they fail, they’ll have enjoyed a walk among the sandtraps.

The Stone Bird

It might look like a pebble from the beach, but Eliza knows this is an egg. And one night when she hears cracking, she discovers the Stone Bird. It might still look like a stone to her mom, but Eliza knows it’s alive. Step into the magical world of one child’s imagination in this stunning debut by exciting new author Jenny McCartney, illustrated by luminary of children’s books Patrick Benson.

Stone Underpants

Pod lives in the Stone Age and finds that he often has a cold bottom! So he invents underpants! Unfortunately his choice of material is not always practical. Will he find something that is both warm and flexible, so he can play with his friends?
Stories in a Seashell

They say that if you hold a seashell to your ear, you will hear the sea. Is it true? A child who walks on the beach tries it out . . . and discovers a whole world inside.

New Title!

Stories in a Seashell ©18 Otero 978-1-5756-5968-8

HC LST: $26.00 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $20.80

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 6 ¾” x 9 ¾” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (StarBerry Books)

Stories with Character (Cloverleaf Books™)

In this series, friendly, story-driven text follows characters with character. Charming art illustrates different character traits in action through the stories of diverse characters navigating the tricky business of being a kid.

New Series!

Stories with Character (Cloverleaf Books™) ©18


Enough to Go Around: A Story of Generosity ©18 Johnson 978-1-5124-8648-3

In It Together: A Story of Fairness ©18 Johnson 978-1-5124-8649-0

In Your Shoes: A Story of Empathy ©18 Johnson 978-1-5124-8647-6

We All Have Value: A Story of Respect ©18 Schuh 978-1-5124-8650-6

Yes I Can!: A Story of Grit ©18 Schuh 978-1-5124-8646-9

HC LST: $27.15 Interest Level: Ages 5-7
HC DISC: $21.72 Guided Reading Level: J-K

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Hands-On Activities, Index, Original Artwork, Table of Contents, Web Sites
• Millbrook Press

Surfer Dog

In this vibrantly illustrated picture book, a boy and a dog share a special friendship and a love of surfing.

New Title!

Surfer Dog ©18 Walters 978-1-4598-1435-6

HC LST: $19.95 Interest Level: Ages 4-8
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardcover • Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ¼” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers
Swimming With Seals

A stunning picture book set in the Pacific Northwest about an alternative, multigenerational family and their love for their granddaughter, niece and daughter.

**New Title!**

Swimming With Seals ©18 de Vries 978-1-4598-1321-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HC LST:</th>
<th>$19.95</th>
<th>Interest Level: Ages 4-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC DISC:</td>
<td>$15.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Hardback
- Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ¼”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Orca Book Publishers

---

T-Rex Who Lost His Specs!

Meet the accident-prone T-Rex. First he loses his glasses, then he has one disaster after another: he can’t tell his breakfast toast from a slipper, then he mistakes a prehistoric owl for his bath towel! A laugh-out-loud tale from legendary picture book duo Willis and Ross.

**New Title!**

T-Rex Who Lost His Specs! ©18 Willis 978-1-5415-1456-0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HC LST:</th>
<th>$27.55</th>
<th>Interest Level: Ages 4-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC DISC:</td>
<td>$22.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Trade Hardcover
- Size: 9 ½” x 11”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- Lerner Publishing Group (Andersen Press)

---

A Tuba Christmas

With a family that loves music as much as hers does, it was only a matter of time before it was Ava’s turn to pick out an instrument. Her mother plays the piano, her father plays the violin, and one brother plays the cello while the other plays the clarinet. As soon as Ava selects an instrument, she will be able to join them as they practice for the annual holiday concert. And her family has definite ideas on what instrument Ava should select, from the piano to the flute to the violin. But Ava isn’t interested in any of them. Ava wants to play the tuba. And she gets her wish. But playing the tuba isn’t as easy as it seems. And there is no place for a tuba in the annual concert. But with the encouragement of her music teacher, Ava finds a place for her and her tuba in a special holiday celebration.

**New Title!**

A Tuba Christmas ©18 Wilbur 978-1-5853-6384-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HC LST:</th>
<th>$22.95</th>
<th>Interest Level: Ages 4-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC DISC:</td>
<td>$18.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Hardcover
- Size: 9” x 11”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Sleeping Bear Press
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Lamb

When a little girl gets the words mixed up to Twinkle Twinkle Little Star and Mary Had a Little Lamb, Star loves being Mary's new beloved pet. But Lamb doesn't appreciate his new 'starring' role. Will the mix-up ever be set right?

**New Title!**

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Lamb ©18 Heos 978-1-68152-405-4

HC LST: $25.75 Interest Level: Ages 3-7
HC DISC: $20.6

**Specifications:** Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 9” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Amicus

The Universe Ate My Homework

Abby hates doing homework. In fact, she'll do whatever it takes to get out of it-like using her homework to make a baby universe! She finds some instructions in her dad's study, works up lots of energy, and, with the help of her dog, Comet, creates one. She's tempted to escape into the universe-where she's sure she wouldn't have to do homework ever again-but ultimately decides to stay right where she is with the family she loves.

**New Title!**

The Universe Ate My Homework ©18 Zeltser 978-1-5124-1798-2

HC LST: $27.55 Interest Level: Ages 5-8
HC DISC: $22.04

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 ¼” x 11” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork, Author Biography, Illustrator Biography
• Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)

A Valentine for Frankenstein

Frankenstein isn't your typical monster. For starters, he only has just head, only two eyes, and no tail. And worst of all, he's incredibly nice! Frankenstein quickly realizes his friendly behavior is out of place at the Valentine's Day Bash. Still he's comfortable in his own green skin. Perhaps a secret valentine from a mysterious sender might help the others accept Frankenstein-and one another-for the monsters that they are.

**New Title!**

A Valentine for Frankenstein ©18 Kimmelman 978-1-5124-3129-2

HC LST: $27.55 Interest Level: Ages 5-8
HC DISC: $22.04

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ½” • Pages: 32
• Features: Author Biography, Colour Illustrations, Illustrator Biography, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)
We Are Brothers  Canadian Author & Illustrator

In this sweet coming-of-age story bound up in summertime fun, a younger brother discovers newfound resolve and joy, thanks to the encouragement of his older brother.

New Title!

The Weaver

Stanley is a spider, a weaver and a collector. On his web he collects seeds, twigs, leaves and all kinds of precious things he cannot name. Stanley is very proud of his collection, but what can one tiny spider do when it is washed away? In this stunning, deceptively simple and thoughtful debut from animator, illustrator and writer Qian Shi we discover the difference between what you collect in the world and what you collect in your heart.

New Title!

Who's Hiding?


New Title!
The Wild Beast

In this retelling of a popular folktale, the Creator makes a unique beast out of leftover animal parts when the universe is first formed.

NEW The Wild Beast ©18 Walters 978-1-4598-1589-6

HC LST: $19.95 Interest Level: Ages 3-9
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardback • Size: 8 ¾” x 10 ¼” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

You and Me

In this illustrated board book, a poem expresses both the joys of a baby and the balancing of attention for older siblings who still crave "you and me" time.

NEW You and Me ©18 Dotlich 978-1-56846-321-6

HC LST: $12.85 Interest Level: Ages 4-6
HC DISC: $10.28

Specifications: Binding: Library • Size: 6 ¼” x 8” • Pages: 14
• Features: Colour Illustration
• Creative Editions

Wolfy

This masterful picture book about a rabbit and a wolf who want to be best friends has sold over a million copies in its original edition. Once upon a time there was a rabbit who had never seen a wolf, and a young wolf who had never seen a rabbit. The pair meet and become firm friends. Tom the rabbit teaches Wolfy to play marbles, read, count, and fish. Wolfy teaches Tom to run very, very fast.

NEW Wolfy ©17 Solotareff 978-1-7765-7156-7

HC LST: $26.00 Interest Level: Ages 4-9
HC DISC: $20.80

Specifications: Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 8 1½” x 12” • Pages: 36
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Gecko Press)
Board Books for Ages 3-7

Amicus Ink Board Books
All titles in this series are:
Size: 9 7/8" x 9 7/8" • Pages: 14
List Price: $14.30
Discount Price: $11.40

First Words and Pictures At Home ©18
978-1-68152-411-5
New

First Words and Pictures Around Town ©18
978-1-68152-410-8
New

Creative Board Books
Unless otherwise noted, titles in this series are:
Size: 6 1/4" x 8" • Pages: 14
List Price: $12.85
Discount Price: $10.28

Jibber-Jabber ©18
978-1-56846-315-5
New

Let's Go Outside ©18
978-1-56846-316-2
New

Shapes All Around ©18
978-1-56846-317-9
New

First Words and Pictures Around Town ©18
978-1-68152-410-8
New

Lerner Board Books

Bim Bam Boom ©17
978-1-7765-7136-9

Size: 8 1/2" x 8 1/2"
Pages: 26
List Price: $19.90
Discount Price: $15.92

Poor Little Rabbit ©18
978-1-77657-177-2

Size: 6 7/10" x 6 7/10"
Pages: 10
List Price: $15.30
Discount Price: $12.24

Orca Board Books 🍁
All titles in this series are:
Size: 7” x 7” • Pages: 24-28
List Price: $9.95
Discount Price: $7.96

The Animals of Chinese New Year ©18
English/Chinese
978-1-4598-1902-3
Available Dec 2018

Diwali Lights ©18
978-1-4598-1908-5
New

Forest Baby ©18
978-1-4598-1333-5
New

Sleeping Bear Board Books
All titles in this series are:
Size: 7” x 5” • Pages: 22
List Price: $10.80
Discount Price: $8.64

Bundle Up ©18
978-1-53411-002-1
New

Dirty Birdies ©18
978-1-58536-389-6
New

Whose Bum? ©18
978-1-58536-390-2
New
The Amazing Adventures of Abby McQuade

Meet Lottie Lipton, nine-year-old investigator extraordinaire! Her home in the British Museum means she is never far away from mystery and exciting adventures, usually involving priceless artifacts. With interactive clues throughout each book, readers can help solve the mysteries.

PB LST: $10.00  
PB DISC: $8.00  
Reading Level: Grade 3

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼” x 7 ½” • Pages: 80  
• Features: Black-and-White Illustrations, Glossary, Table of Contents  
• Saddleback Educational Publishing

The Amazing Adventures of Abby McQuade

Some would call Largo Bay quirky. Others would call it downright strange. To Abby McQuade it’s just home. Abby has a big imagination. And her curiosity always leads to trouble. Every adventurer has a sidekick. Holmes had Watson. Batman had Robin. Abby has her bestie, Clara Erickson. Clara is regimented, hyper-scheduled, and disciplined. Abby is not. Abby is yin to Clara’s yang. Would her bestie be bored without Abby’s curious mind? Totally.

NEW Back to the Past ©18  
NEW The Ghosts of Largo Bay ©18  
NEW Mazey Pines ©18  
NEW Scream Night ©18  
NEW Virus ©18

PB LST: $12.55  
PB DISC: $10.04  
Reading Level: Grades 1-2

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼” x 7 ½” • Pages: 84  
• Saddleback Educational Publishing

New Series!
### Attack on Earth

After mysterious space ships send an EMP pulse that fries all technology on Earth, teens must survive the chaos of an alien invasion with few tools except their wits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deserited ©18</td>
<td>Kaats</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2629-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fallout ©18</td>
<td>Klein</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2626-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Field Trip ©18</td>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2627-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting Home ©18</td>
<td>Moore</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2628-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockdown ©18</td>
<td>Drake</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2630-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take Shelter ©18</td>
<td>Kreie</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2631-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- **Binding:** Paperback
- **Size:** 5 ¼" x 7 ½" 
- **Pages:** 104
- **Features:** Author Biography, LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)

### Big Water

In this historical fiction for teens, Christina and Daniel struggle to survive when the steamship Asia goes down in a violent storm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Water ©18</td>
<td>Curtis</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1571-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- **Binding:** Paperback
- **Size:** 8 ⅓" x 5 ⅝" 
- **Pages:** 192
- **Orca Book Publishers**

### Billy Stuart

In this illustrated novel for middle-grade readers, Billy Stuart and his loyal scout group get lost on a hike and, inadvertently, travel through time. Brightly illustrated and enhanced with games and puzzles throughout, Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids is sure to amuse readers of all ages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids ©18</td>
<td>Bergeron</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1837-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- **Binding:** Paperback
- **Size:** 6" x 7 ½" 
- **Pages:** 160
- **Features:** Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Characters, Puzzle, Search and Find
- **Orca Book Publishers**

---

**To order -**
- **Call:** 1-800-461-9120
- **Fax:** 1-800-561-1763
- **Email:** info@saundersbook.ca

**All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 •** saundersbook.ca
The Bolds

The Bolds—the hyena family successfully impersonating as humans—have become legendary in the animal kingdom. Soon their house is full of visitors hoping to learn how to pass as humans too. There’s a crocodile who can’t quite tame her appetite, a poodle who wants to be a famous singer, and runaway racehorses hiding from their owner. With so many houseguests, the Bolds have their hands (ahem, paws) full. Can they teach these outcast critters to survive in the human world?

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 ½” x 7 ½”
- Pages: 288
- Features: Author Biography, Black-and-White Illustrations, Illustrator Biography, Original Artwork
- LernerClassroom (Carolrhoda Books)

New Title!

Horace J. Edwards and the Time Keepers

In The Search for the Lost Prophecy, the sequel to The Secret of the Scarab Beetle, Horace continues to search for more information about the Time Keepers and his role in this secret order. After he discovers that the tree portal at his grandparents’ farm is destroyed, Horace, along with his friends Anna and Milton, travels back in time to 1920s Detroit, hoping to learn more. There they meet keeper Herman at the Scarab Club and learn that someone is threatening the Time Keepers and the order’s mission. Horace finds out that the mystical Benben Stone is being stored in a crypt back in present-day Niles, Michigan. And Horace is now tasked with keeping the sacred stone safe. Will the person or persons threatening the Order learn of Horace’s true identity?

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 ⅜” x 8 ⅝”
- Pages: 240
- Features: Map
- Sleeping Bear Press

New Title!

The Code Busters Club

The Code Busters are excited for their class field trip to Angel Island, known as the Ellis Island of the West. One of Mika’s ancestors passed through the island’s immigration station in the early twentieth century, and Mika thinks he may have left behind some secret messages . . . plus a very special box. But as the Code Busters search for hints from the past, they get caught up in an even bigger secret.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 ¼” x 8 ¼”
- Pages: 192
- Features: Afterword, Author Biography, Table of Contents
- LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)
How to Be an Earthling®

Earthlings are weird! After Spork crashes his spaceship on the school playground, he joins Mrs. Buckle’s third-grade class to fulfill his mission of earning a Galaxy Scouts Explorer Badge! But figuring out how to act like an Earthling isn’t easy. Respect? Honesty? These rules seem completely odd to Spork! Each book in the How to Be an Earthling® series focuses on a positive character trait and encourages kids to think about how their words and actions affect others. Fun back-of-book activities reinforce the story themes.

Librarians of the Galaxy: Acceptance ©18

Harkrader

978-1-6359-2024-6

One Small Step for Spork: Cooperation ©18

Houran

978-1-6359-2027-7

Parks and Wrecks: Generosity ©18

Houran

978-1-6359-2021-5

Planet of the Eggs: Patience ©18

Harkrader

978-1-6359-2018-5

PB LST: $10.00

Reading Level: Grade 2

PB DISC: $8.00

Specifications:

Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼" x 7 ½" • Pages: 64

Features:

• Black-and-White Illustrations, Original Artwork, Author Biography, Discussion Points, Hands-On Activities, Illustrator Biography

• LernerClassroom (Kane Press)

Kasey & Ivy

In this middle-grade novel, twelve-year-old Kasey spends a month in the geriatric ward of her local hospital and strikes up some unusual friendships.

Kasey & Ivy ©18

Hughes

978-1-4598-1574-2

PB LST: $10.95

Reading Level: Grades 3-7

PB DISC: $8.76

Specifications:

Binding: Paperback • Size: 7 ½” x 5” • Pages: 192

Features:

• Orca Book Publishers

Kick!

For high school soccer players, the drama of the next big game is rivaled only by the everyday drama of their lives. In these fast-paced stories, players grapple with challenges on and off the field. Dynamic scenes keep readers engaged with a balance of page-turning soccer action and real-world stakes.

The Captain ©18

Kreie

978-1-5415-0027-3

The Freshman ©18

Coleman

978-1-5415-0025-9

The Heir ©18

Keats

978-1-5415-0029-7

The Natural ©18

Kreie

978-1-5415-0025-9

The Recruit ©18

Coleman

978-1-5415-0033-4

The Superstar ©18

Kreie

978-1-5415-0035-8

PB LST: $11.45

Reading Level: Grade 4

PB DISC: $9.16

Specifications:

Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼" x 7 ½" • Pages: 104-112

Features:

• Author Biography

• LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)
Meet Roderick—a scrawny, unremarkable teenager keeping a diary of his life in the Middle Ages. When he’s chosen to become a knight on a quest to find a holy relic (the fingers of St. Stephen), Roderick is determined to prove his honour and graduate from zero to hero. The hilarious Long Lost Secret Diary series put readers inside the heads of hapless figures from history struggling to carry out their roles and getting things horribly wrong. The accessible, irreverent stories will keep young readers laughing as they learn the importance of not being afraid to learn from one’s mistakes. Get Real fact boxes featured throughout, as well as a glossary and additional back matter, provide historical context and background.

**New Titles!**

- **The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World’s Worst Astronaut ©18**
  - Collins 978-1-63163-192-4
- **The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World’s Worst Dinosaur Hunter ©18**
  - Collins 978-1-63163-196-2
- **The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World’s Worst Knight ©17**
  - Collins 978-1-63163-137-5
- **The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World’s Worst Pirate ©17**
  - Collins 978-1-63163-141-2

PB LST: $13.50  
Reading Level: Grades 3-6
PB DISC: $10.80

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  
- Size: 5” x 7 ¾”  
- Pages: 216
- Features: Black & White Photographs, Glossary, “Get Real” Fact Boxes  
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)

**Mac’s Sports Report**

Stewart “Mac” McKenzie is THE sports expert at Coyote Canyon Middle School. While he scores big on the court with his wheelchair basketball team, his love for all sports is equally epic. There isn’t a stat he doesn’t know, a player’s name he doesn’t recognize, a big game he hasn’t seen.

**New Series!**

- **Back on Track ©18**
  - Jackson 978-1-63163-224-2
- **Concussion Comeback ©18**
  - Jackson 978-1-63163-228-0
- **Racket Rumors ©18**
  - Jackson 978-1-63163-232-7
- **Sideline Pressure ©18**
  - Jackson 978-1-63163-236-5

PB LST: $10.80  
Reading Level: Grades 3-6
PB DISC: $8.64

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  
- Size: 5” x 7 ¼”  
- Pages: 128
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)

**Makers Make It Work**

This series of fun, easy-to-read stories ties into the popular Makers Movement by focusing on problem-solving and hands-on action. With bright, eye-catching art and explanatory side bars with additional information on each topic, these books show kids how to use their hands, their heads, their creativity, and their problem-solving skills to overcome all kinds of challenges. Each book also includes an activity for young makers to try themselves. With the Makers Make It Work series, any kid can be a maker!

**New Series!**

- **The Color-Day Coach: Baking ©18**
  - Herman 978-1-5756-5993-0
- **Double or Nothing: 3D Printing ©18**
  - Daly 978-1-5756-5989-3
- **Robot to the Rescue: Robots ©18**
  - Lawrence 978-1-5756-5987-9
- **The Runaway Chicken: Woodworking ©18**
  - Thorpe 978-1-5756-5991-6

PB LST: $8.60  
Reading Level: Grade 2
PB DISC: $6.88

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”  
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Hands-On Activities, Original Artwork, Side Bars
- LernerClassroom (Kane Press)
The Marvelous Adventures of Gwendolyn Gray

The Marvelous Adventures of Gwendolyn Gray is part fantasy, part dystopia, part steampunk, and all imagination as dreamer Gwendolyn evades thought police, enters a whimsical world, befriends world-jumping explorers and ragtag airship pirates, and fights the evil threatening to erase the new world she loves and her old world that never wanted her.

PB LST: $16.20  Reading Level: Grades 3-7
PB DISC: $9.16

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼” x 8” • Pages: 300
• Features: Author Biography
• LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)

Mason Falls Mysteries

Follow teens who set out to solve a mysterious event in their town of Mason Falls. From strange online profiles to a baseball team’s sudden success to a missing boy, these reality-based mysteries are packed with action and surprising twists. The stories end with clear resolutions that will satisfy reluctant readers while keeping them excited to read the other books in the set.

NEW! Behind the Screen ©18  Keats  978-1-5415-0115-7
NEW! The House ©18  Drake  978-1-5415-0117-1
NEW! Tracks ©18  Keats  978-1-5415-0121-8
NEW! The Turnaround ©18  Martin  978-1-5415-0119-5

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade 4
PB DISC: $9.16

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼” x 7 ½” • Pages: 104
• Features: Author Biography
• LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)

Mission Alert

Tom and Zillah are just regular boarding school students-except when they’re working as special agents for the government. Together the twins go undercover to foil everything from kidnapping plots to attempts at world domination.

NEW! Grayfields ©18  Hulme-Cross  978-1-5415-2632-7
NEW! Island X ©18  Hulme-Cross  978-1-5415-2633-4
NEW! Lab 101 ©18  Hulme-Cross  978-1-5415-2634-1
NEW! Viper Attack ©18  Hulme-Cross  978-1-5415-2635-8

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade 3
PB DISC: $9.16  Guided Reading Level: T

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼” x 7 ½” • Pages: 72
• Features: Author Biography, Black-and-White Illustrations, Original Artwork
• LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)
Modo: Ember's End

In this graphic novel for middle readers, a young spy with a special ability must prevent a villain from getting his hands on an all-powerful weapon.

**Modo: Ember's End ©18**

Slade

978-1-4598-1721-0

PB LST: $14.95
PB DISC: $11.96

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 11 ¾" x 7 ½" • Pages: 88 • Features: Colour Illustrations • Orca Book Publishers

---

The Mostly Miserable Life of April Sinclair

As freshman year winds down, April has a lot to look forward to, including getting her driving permit and spending the summer with her quirky almost-boyfriend, Leo. But she also knows her grandmother, Gaga, doesn’t have much time left. On top of that, her closest friend, Sophie, is moving away. April struggles to make sense of everything. Does it matter if you stay positive while losing a loved one to cancer? What do you do when you’re caught between friends keeping secrets? How do you know whether an important decision is the right one? Most importantly, what would Gaga say to do when life hands you lemons?

**Life, Loss, and Lemonade ©17**

Friedman

978-1-5415-0109-6

PB LST: $8.60
PB DISC: $6.88

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¾" x 7 ½" • Pages: 168 • Features: Author Biography • LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)

---

Mr. Badger and Mrs. Fox

When a hunter’s dog chases Mrs. Fox and her daughter, Ginger, out of their home, the Fox family moves into the tunnel of Mr. Badger, his two squabbling sons (Bristle and Grub), and his toddler daughter, Berry. The result is a story of the ups and downs of forming a blended family, making new friends, and keeping absent loved ones in our hearts.

**The Wild Cat ©18**

Luciani

978-1-54150-087-7

PB LST: $11.45
PB DISC: $9.16

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 8 ½ x 10 ½" • Pages: 32 • Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork • LernerClassroom (Graphic Universe™)

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
My Life as a Diamond

In this novel for middle-graders, talented baseball player Caspar Cadman has a great arm and a big secret. He used to live life as a girl called Cassandra.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5" x 7 1/2"
- Pages: 176
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
- LernerClassroom (Graphic Universe™)

---

My Beijing

Yu’er and her grandfather live in a small Beijing neighborhood full of big personalities. Throughout four stories, they encounter surprise acts of kindness and even hints of magic. In one story, Yu’er takes up swimming practice, despite a disability that limits the use of her legs. In another, she discovers a hideaway full of musical insects. Chinese artist Nie Jun pays tribute to Beijing’s hutongs (residential alleyways) in elegantly drawn stories with a touch of magical realism.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 8” x 10”
- Pages: 128
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork

---

Mysterium

Twelve-year-old Danny Woo was born and raised in the Mysterium Circus, a “new circus” outfit made up of eccentrics and artists with extraordinary talents. But after the sudden and suspicious death of his parents, Danny finds himself caught up in a plot that threatens to destroy much more than his beloved circus. Armed with the tricks his parents taught him, from lock picking to hypnosis to death-defying escape stunts, Danny must fight to survive and uncover the truth... before time runs out.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 ¼” x 7 ½”
- Pages: 352
- Features: Author Biography
- LernerClassroom (Carolrhoda Books)
Orca Echoes are lively, entertaining short chapter books aimed at readers between ages seven and nine. These popular classroom favourites are well suited for social responsibility and character building programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bats in Trouble ©17</td>
<td>McDowell</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1403-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus to the Badlands ©18</td>
<td>Ruurs</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1670-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Googlini ©18</td>
<td>Cassidy</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1703-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lark Takes a Bow ©18</td>
<td>Deen</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1715-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Angelica, Camp Catastrophe ©18</td>
<td>Polak</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1538-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soapstone Porcupine ©18</td>
<td>Pinkney</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1472-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where’s Burgess? ©18</td>
<td>Elmquist</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1478-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PB LST: $6.95  Reading Level: Grades 2-4
PB DISC: $5.56

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¾” x 7 ½” • Pages: 64-112
• Features: Black & White Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Q & Ray

Meet Q and Ray-elementary school super sleuths. Q’s a hedgehog. Ray’s a rat. They may be small, but in a town full of animals, they’re the top crime solvers! This graphic novel series for young readers is full of laughs, mysteries, and cases based on high-interest topics including art, outer space, and more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foul Play at Elm Tree Park ©18</td>
<td>Shaskan</td>
<td>978-1-5415-2644-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorite or Meteor-Wrong?: Case #2 ©18</td>
<td>Shaskan</td>
<td>978-1-5415-1047-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade 2
PB DISC: $9.16  Guided Reading Level: R

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 8” x 10” • Pages: 48
• Features: Author Biography, Colour Illustrations, Illustrator Biography, Original Artwork
• LernerClassroom (Graphic Universe™)

Quinnie Boyd Mysteries

In the coastal village of Maiden Rock, Maine, Quinnie Boyd’s teacher has disappeared. Quinnie thinks it’s a kidnapping case, but her mom, the town sheriff, just thinks the teacher has left town. Still, Quinnie’s going to follow her instincts that something’s wrong. Her investigation takes her through a damp and smelly marsh, a lobster pound, and more of Maine’s messiest places. She even gets help from her glamorous new neighbour, Mariella. As the girls hunt for clues, they encounter a swarm of cats, two nuns with a speeding habit, and a group of tattooed rocker-types. But will they find Quinnie’s teacher?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Maypop Kidnapping: A Quinnie Boyd Mystery ©16</td>
<td>Surrisi</td>
<td>978-1-5415-1490-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vampires on the Run ©17</td>
<td>Surrisi</td>
<td>978-1-5415-3847-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PB LST: $14.30  Reading Level: Grade 4
PB DISC: $11.44  Guided Reading Level: V

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¾” x 7 ½” • Pages: 280-296
• Features: Author Biography
• LernerClassroom (Carolrhoda Books)
Welcome to the Science Squad, a citizen science organization for curious kids who love nature and science! Follow along as Squad members journal their efforts to make a difference in the world around them.

**NEW** Hatchling Hero: A Sea Turtle Defender’s Journal ©18
- Watson
- 978-1-63163-161-0

**NEW** Monarch Mystery: A Butterfly Researcher’s Journal ©18
- Watson
- 978-1-63163-184-9

**NEW** Pigeon Problems: An Urban Bird Researcher’s Journal ©18
- Watson
- 978-1-63163-188-7

**NEW** Runway ZomBee: A Zombie Bee Hunter’s Journal ©18
- Watson
- 978-1-63163-165-8

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5" x 7 ½"
- Pages: 192
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)

---

**Second Chance Ranch**

At Second Chance Ranch, the Ramirez family cares and works to find homes for all kinds of animals on their 200-acre ranch in Texas. Sisters Natalie (12), Abby (10), and twins Emily and Grace (9) all do their part to help out and give each animal the second chance it deserves.

**NEW** It’s Not Destiny: An Abby Story ©18
- Abrams
- 978-1-63163-145-0

**NEW** Taking Chances: A Grace Story ©18
- Abrams
- 978-1-63163-149-8

**NEW** Two to Tango: A Natalie Story ©18
- Abrams
- 978-1-63163-153-5

**NEW** Wild Midnight: An Emily Story ©18
- Abrams
- 978-1-63163-157-3

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5" x 7 ½"
- Pages: 120
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)

---

**The Secret of Goldenrod**

When Trina and her father move into an abandoned wreck of a mansion called Goldenrod, Trina thinks her life is finally coming together. She can put down roots at last. Maybe she’ll even have a best friend! But the kids at school make fun of her, and it seems like Goldenrod itself is haunted. Then Trina finds Augustine, a tiny porcelain doll left behind when the house was boarded up a century ago. Augustine isn’t like other dolls: she talks and talks and talks. Augustine helps Trina realize that Goldenrod is trying to tell her an important secret . . . one that may just change her life.

**NEW** The Secret of Goldenrod ©16
- O’Reilly
- 978-1-5415-1493-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 ⅜” x 8 ¼”
- Pages: 376
- Features: Author Biography
- LernerClassroom (Carolrhoda Books)

---

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Suddenly Royal

Ordinary American teens discover that they belong to the royal family of the European country Evonia. Each teen must decide how to deal with the perks and pitfalls that come with royal status.

**New Series!**

- **Becoming Prince Charming** ©18 by Bailey 978-1-5415-2636-5
- **Family Business** ©18 by Acton 978-1-5415-2637-2
- **Next in Line** ©18 by Acton 978-1-5415-2638-9
- **A Noble Cause** ©18 by SaBerre 978-1-5415-2639-6
- **Royal Pain** ©18 by Drake 978-1-5415-2640-2
- **Royal Treatment** ©18 by Coleman 978-1-5415-2641-9

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 1/4" x 7 1/2"
- Pages: 112
- Features: Author Biography
- LernerClassroom (Darby Creek)

**Tank & Fizz**

In this illustrated middle-grade novel and fourth book in the Tank & Fizz series, a goblin detective and technology-tinkering troll get wrapped up in a scheme from the Dark Depths to take control of Slick City using the infamous Crown of Peace.

**New Title!**

- **Tank & Fizz: The Case of Firebane’s Folly** ©18 by O’Donnell 978-1-4598-1261-1

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 7 1/2" x 5 1/2"
- Pages: 256
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Orca Book Publishers

**The Time Shift Trilogy**

When warriors from a mysterious ancient kingdom appear, they bring warnings of an unstoppable foe—one whose control of the ice is powered by Time itself. But ice is far more than the Black Tempest’s signature. As the twins uncover the truth behind it, they realize their town is only the beginning. If the Black Tempest is not stopped here, his corruption will threaten the very course of history.

- **The Black Tempest** ©17 by Dalton 978-1-63163-106-1

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 1/4" x 8 1/4"
- Pages: 448
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)

**Unwritten**

In this fantasy middle-grade novel, twelve-year-old storybook character Gracie Freeman lives in the real world but longs to discover what happened in the story she came from. When she finally gets her chance, the truth isn’t what she was expecting.

**New Title!**

- **Unwritten** ©18 by Gilboy 978-1-63163-3177-1

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 5 3/4" x 8"
- Pages: 198
- Flux (Jolly Fish Press)
When Saville’s father falls ill, Saville must don boys’ clothes and take her place as tailor of Reggen just to keep them fed. Soon after Saville assumes her new identity, the people of the kingdom are set on edge when stories spread of an army of giants led by a man who cannot be killed. And they’re marching toward Reggen to seize the throne. Then Saville meets two giant scouts and tricks them into leaving the city gates. Tales of the daring tailor’s triumph quickly spin into impossible feats of giant-slaying. But mere stories won’t deter the Duke and his larger-than-life army. Now, only a courageous and clever tailor girl can see beyond the tales to save the kingdom again.

Valiant ©15
McGuire
978-1-5415-1487-4

PB LST: $14.30  Reading Level: Grade 5
PB DISC: $11.44
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¾" x 8 ¼" • Pages: 384
• Features: Author Biography • LernerClassroom (Carolrhoda Books)

The Whiskers Sisters

The Whiskers Sisters, three spunky young girls, go looking for their missing friend, Tim the fox. Rumours of a ghost have them worried. Until they find Tim has been rescued by a kooky, friendly human hermit. It turns out that the tree stump ghost is only a legend, but the hermit has created a home for a group of magical wood sprites—leading to a hilarious tea time and a fairy-tale ending.

The Mystery of the Tree Stump Ghost ©18
Paty
978-1-5415-1045-6

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade 2
PB DISC: $9.16  Guided Reading Level: O
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 8" x 10" • Pages: 40
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Author Biography • LernerClassroom (Graphic Universe™)

The Zanna Function

Fourteen-year-old Zanna Mayfield discovers she can manipulate the basic scientific functions of the universe, such as velocity and chemical reactions. But she’ll need more than science to stop the mysterious woman determined to keep Zanna from learning how to use her abilities.

The Zanna Function ©18
Wheatley
978-1-63163-168-9

PB LST: $16.20  Reading Level: Grades 3-7
PB DISC: $12.96
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 5 ¼" x 8" • Pages: 304
• Flux (Jolly Fish Press)
That's Just Spooky! (Hi Jinx)

Take paranormal stories to the extreme. With a conversational voice, accessible text, and real-life stories, readers will explore the mysteries they love to fear.

NEW Extreme Alien Stories ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-633-6
NEW Extreme Ghost Stories ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-634-3
NEW Extreme Monster Stories ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-635-0
NEW Extreme Near-Death Stories ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-636-7
NEW Extreme Stories about Disappearances ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-637-4
NEW Extreme Stories about ESP ©19 Troupe 978-1-68072-638-1

HC LST: $29.95 Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $23.96

Specifications:
Binding: Library Binding • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Questions, Glossary, Index, Further Information, Web Sites
• Blackrabbit Books

Enduring Mysteries

Some of history’s Enduring Mysteries involve tales so incredible that they blur the lines between fact and fiction. As much evidence as can be examined about the curious phenomena associated with five legendary sites and creatures is explored in this series, with notable examples of popular culture references and famous seekers and hoaxes. The truth is out there—for someone to find.

NEW Alien Abductions ©19 Karst 978-1-62832-556-0
NEW The Great Sphinx ©19 Karst 978-1-62832-557-7
NEW Near-Death Experiences ©19 Karst 978-1-62832-558-4
NEW Sea Monsters ©19 Karst 978-1-62832-559-1

PB LST: $15.00 Reading Level: Grades 5-7
PB DISC: $12.00

Specifications:
Binding: Paperback • Size: 8 ¾” x 10 ¼” • Pages: 48
• Features: Colour and Historical Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Bibliography, Glossary, Index, Web Sites
• Creative Education

To order -
Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca

PB All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
### History's Mysteries (Bolt)

The past is full of mysterious events. How did ancient people build pyramids? What is Stonehenge for? Maybe the explanations for these events are simple or maybe there’s something strange going on. Explore history's mysteries through closely level text, dynamic imagery, and visual infographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bog Mummies: Where Did They Come From? ©19</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
<td>978-1-68072-407-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Egyptian Pyramids: How Did They Get Built? ©19</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
<td>978-1-68072-409-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Tut: Is His Tomb Really Cursed? ©19</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
<td>978-1-68072-411-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stonehenge: Who Built This Stone Formation? ©19</td>
<td>Peterson</td>
<td>978-1-68072-412-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 ½" x 9"" Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Map, Glossary, Index, Further Information, Web Sites

- Blackrabbit Books

### Coding is Everywhere (Blastoff! Readers: Level 2)

Our lives are filled with computers! We use them to work, play games, learn, and even drive our cars and heat our homes! At the heart of each of these computers is millions of lines of code telling it what to do. But how does that code work? This series introduces young readers to the power of code and how it impacts our daily lives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding in Computers ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-833-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding in the Internet ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-834-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding in Transportation ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-835-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding in Video Games ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-836-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding in Your Home ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-837-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding in Your School ©19</td>
<td>Noll</td>
<td>978-1-62617-838-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Binding
- Size: 6 ½" x 9" Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Map, Glossary, Index, Further Information, Web Sites

- Bellwether Media

### Coding with Anna and Elsa (A Frozen Guide to Blockly)

Learn the basics of coding using Blockly with help from the cast of Frozen. Step-by-step instructions guide readers through exercises that teach sequencing, debugging, and more. Readers can try out the skills they learn in a code.org companion site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding with Anna and Elsa (A Frozen Guide to Blockly) ©18</td>
<td>Prottzman</td>
<td>978-1-5415-3266-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 7 ¾" x 9 ¾" Pages: 144
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Fact Boxes, Hands-On Activities, Online Resources, Step-By-Step Instructions
- Lerner Publishing Group

---

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Disney Coding Adventures

Friendly Disney characters make coding fun and accessible for beginners—no device required. Can you help Anna escape the snow monster? Then you can write an algorithm! Simple projects teach coding basics such as looping, conditionals, and identifying bugs and errors.

- Algorithms with Frozen ©19  
  Loya 978-1-5415-2428-6
- Bugs and Errors with Wreck-It Ralph ©19  
  Loya 978-1-5415-2431-6
- Conditionals with The Incredibles ©19  
  Loya 978-1-5415-2430-9
- Looping with Finding Dory ©19  
  Loya 978-1-5415-2429-3

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound • Size: 8” x 10” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Fact Boxes, Hands-On Activities, Online Resources, Step-By-Step Instructions

Project Code

This exciting, makerspace-friendly series offers a variety of step-by-step projects for programming in Scratch. Easy-to-follow instructions guide young programmers through activities that showcase how to code animation, create music, write a story, and design computer games. The projects build essential programming knowledge and skills, preparing kids to take what they’ve learned and apply it to their own Scratch creations.

- Create an Animation with Scratch ©18  
  Wood 978-1-5415-2436-1
- Create Computer Games with Scratch ©18  
  Wood 978-1-5415-2439-2
- Create Music with Scratch ©18  
  Wood 978-1-5415-2437-8
- Create Your Own Story with Scratch ©18  
  Wood 978-1-5415-2438-5

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound • Size: 8 ¼” x 10 ½” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Author Biography, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Glossary, Glossary Words Bolded within Text, Index, Online Resources, Step-By-Step Instructions, Table of Contents

Our Gross, Awesome World (Hi Jinx)

It’s time to take fun fact and trivia books to a whole new level with awesome, disgusting, and unusual facts that kids will rush to share with their friends. Through closely levelled text, readers will find themselves laughing and learning.

- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about Animals ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-609-1
- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about Everything Stinky, Squishy, and Slimy ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-610-7
- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about the Human Body ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-611-4
- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about School ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-612-1
- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about Space ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-613-8
- Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about Sports ©19  
  Braun 978-1-68072-614-5

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Binding • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Side Bars, Index, Glossary, Questions, Further Information, Web Sites

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
In recent years, the news media and its function in society have become major topics of conversation and debate. The News Literacy series examines several key issues in modern news and gives readers tips on how to view the media through a more informed and sophisticated lens. Topics include the importance of quality journalism, the encroachment of advertising in traditional news spaces, and how to determine whether sources are credible or truly are “fake news.”

New Series!

The Fake News Phenomenon ©19
Harris, JD, PhD
978-1-64185-269-2

How Journalists Work ©19
Harris, JD, PhD
978-1-64185-270-8

Uncovering Bias in the News ©19
Harris, JD, PhD
978-1-64185-271-5

Why News Matters ©19
Harris, JD, PhD
978-1-64185-272-2

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 48
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Infographics, Glossary, Additional Resources, Index
• North Star Classroom (Core Library)
New Series!

Smart Choices (21st Century Junior Library)

The Smart Choices series gives readers an age-appropriate look at the causes and consequences of choices they make every day at school, at home, and beyond. Each title includes activities encouraging students to LOOK, THINK, MAKE A GUESS, ASK QUESTIONS, and CREATE. Colourful photos embrace diversity and backmatter encourages further learning on the topic.

- Making Choices at Home ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-786-1
- Making Choices at School ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-785-4
- Making Choices for my Healthy Body ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-790-8
- Making Choices in my Community ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-788-5
- Making Choices on my Team ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-789-2
- Making Choices with Friends ©18 Reeves 978-1-53410-787-8

Specifications:
- Binding: Reinforced Binding
- Size: 8 ¼" x 8 ¼" Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Side Bars, Table of Contents
- Cherry Lake Publishing

New Series!

Experience Personal Power

Experience Personal Power is a 4-book series to help young readers build personal power to feel secure and confident with themselves. Each book helps kids learn to act, feel, and speak in ways that foster a life of balanced activity and self-care. Research shows that kids who spend time in nature, make thoughtful food choices, practice mindfulness, and make thoughtful media choices generally do well in school. Readers will learn to call frequently on their personal power for self-monitoring, self-control, planning and prioritizing.

- Experience Media: How Your Media Choices Make You Feel ©18 Lawler 978-1-63440-376-4
- Experience Mindfulness: How Quiet Time Makes You Feel ©18 Lawler 978-1-63440-375-7
- Experience Nutrition: How the Food You Eat Makes You Feel ©18 Lawler 978-1-63440-374-0

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 7" x 9" Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Side Bars, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group (Red Chair Press)
Building Character (Bullfrog Books)  New Series!

Tell the truth. Say please and thank you. Do your chores. These are just a few ways to show and build good character. In these inspiring and engaging titles, young readers will learn more about positive character traits and how to implement them in their daily lives. Carefully levelled text and vibrant, colour photos support beginning readers and make reading informational text easy and fun.

**NEW**
- Being Grateful ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-876-8
- Being Honest ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-878-2
- Being Responsible ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-880-5
- Resisting Bullying ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-882-9
- Showing Generosity ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-884-3
- Showing Kindness ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-886-7
- Showing Perseverance ©18  Pettiford  978-1-62031-888-1

**Specifications:** Binding: Reinforced Library  • Size: 7 ¼" x 7 ¾"  • Pages: 24  
• Features: Colour Photographs, Activity, Index, Picture Glossary  
• Jump!
Global Citizens:

Modern Media (21st Century Skills Library)

This series explores issues in modern media through the lenses of History, Geography, Civics, and Economics. As they read, students will develop questions about the text, and use evidence from a variety of sources in order to form conclusions. Data-focused backmatter is included, as well as a bibliography, glossary, and index.

New Series!

- New Advertising ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-246-7
- New Body Image in the Media ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-245-0
- New Fake News ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-250-4
- New Mainstream News ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-251-1
- New The Movie Industry ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-247-4
- New Politics and the Media ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-249-8
- New Streaming TV ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-252-8
- New Violence in Pop Culture ©19 Mara 978-1-53413-248-1

PB LST: $14.25 Reading Level: Grade 5
PB DISC: $11.40 Guided Reading Level: T-W
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7 ½" x 9 ½" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Bibliography, Index, Glossary
• Cherry Lake Publishing

Peace and Me

What does peace mean to you? This beautifully-illustrated collection of inspirational ideas about peace, written especially for children, is inspired by the achievements of fourteen Nobel Peace Prize laureates, among them Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr., Mother Theresa and Malala Yousafzai. A must for anyone interested in exploring this essential issue of our times, this child-friendly exploration of what peace means to you and me is a book for every bookshelf.

New Title!

Peace and Me ©18 Winter 978-1-9113-7328-5

HC LST: $27.55 Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $22.04
Specifications: Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 8 ¼" x 10 ¼" • Pages: 40
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group (Lantana Publishing)
Spy Kid (Hi Jinx)

Everything kids need to know about being a spy (and more!) is at their fingertips with Spy Kid. From famous spies to how to master spy techniques, this series prepares readers for top secret missions of their own. Features conversational text, step-by-step instructions, and engaging fun facts.

New Series!

- Famous Spies ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-585-8
- Famous Spy Missions ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-586-5
- Making Secret Codes and Messages ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-588-9
- Making Spy Disguises ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-587-2
- Mastering Spy Techniques ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-589-6
- Real Spy Gadgets ©19 Caswell 978-1-68072-590-2

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Binding
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Black & White Photographs, Step-by-Step Instructions, Side Bars, Glossary, Index, Further Information, Web Sites
- Blackrabbit Books

330

Community Economics

From an early age, students start to use and understand money. This series introduces the youngest learners to basic economic principles within a community. From spending and saving money to supply and demand, young readers gain a basic foundation of economics and learn about personal finance and decision-making.

New Series!

- Conserving Resources ©19 Ventura 978-1-63517-796-1
- Goods and Services ©19 Ventura 978-1-63517-797-8
- Needs and Wants ©19 Ventura 978-1-63517-799-2
- Spending and Saving Money ©19 Gaertner 978-1-63517-800-5
- Supply and Demand ©19 Ventura 978-1-63517-801-2

Specifications:
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 7 ¼” x 8 ½”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Infographics, Fun Facts, Making Connections Questions, Glossary, Index, QR Codes
- Pop!
Real-life Superheroes

Look! Up in the sky! It’s the people who help make our lives better and safer every day! No, they don’t wear capes, but the people young readers will meet in this colourful series play a big part in all of our lives. Using carefully chosen text and pictures, readers will learn how these people do their jobs, what those jobs mean, and perhaps how they inspire the readers themselves!

NEW Farmers ©18 Less 978-1-68152-276-0
NEW Firefighters ©18 Less 978-1-68152-277-7
NEW Librarians ©18 Less 978-1-68152-278-4
NEW Mechanics ©18 Less 978-1-68152-282-1
NEW Police Officers ©18 Less 978-1-68152-280-7
NEW Teachers ©18 Less 978-1-68152-281-4

PB LST: $11.45 Reading Level: Grade K
PB DISC: $9.16

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7 ¾” x 8 ¾” • Pages: 16
• Features: Colour Photographs, Picture Glossary
• Amicus Paperback

Community Helpers (Blastoff! Readers: Level 1)

There are some jobs that keep our communities’ wheels spinning. Doctors and dentists help us stay healthy and strong. Police officers keep our streets safe. Teachers prepare us for our changing world. This series explores the community helpers of today and how their work keeps our communities running safely and smoothly.

NEW Bus Drivers ©18 Schuh 978-1-62617-742-0
NEW Construction Workers ©18 Bowman 978-1-62617-743-7
NEW Dentists ©18 Schuh 978-1-62617-744-4
NEW Doctors ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-745-1
NEW Farmers ©19 Moening 978-1-62617-897-7
NEW Firefighters ©18 Bowman 978-1-62617-746-8
NEW Garbage Collectors ©19 Leaf 978-1-62617-898-4
NEW Librarians ©19 Moening 978-1-62617-899-1
NEW Mail Carriers ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-747-5
NEW Mechanics ©19 Leaf 978-1-62617-900-4
NEW Nurses ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-748-2
NEW Police Officers ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-749-9
NEW Teachers ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-750-5
NEW Veterinarians ©18 Leaf 978-1-62617-751-2

HC LST: $25.65 Reading Level: Grade 1
HC DISC: $20.52

Specifications: Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Index, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites
• Bellwether Media
My Guide to Money (My Early Library)  
New Series!

This series provides the earliest of readers a foundation in financial literacy. Topics range from spending and saving to managing money. Simple sentence structure and word usage help readers develop word recognition and reading skills. Includes a glossary and index.

- **NEW** Borrowing and Returning ©19 Colby 978-1-53412-898-9
- **NEW** Jobs and Money ©19 Colby 978-1-53412-897-2
- **NEW** Managing Money ©19 Colby 978-1-53412-895-8
- **NEW** Spending and Saving ©19 Colby 978-1-53412-896-5

HC LST: $28.55  
HC DISC: $22.84

**Specifications:** Binding: Reinforced Library  • Size: 8 ¼” x 8 ¼”  • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Glossary, Index
• Cherry Lake Publishing

---

Orca Footprints  
New Titles!

Orca Footprints are nonfiction books for young readers. Kids today inhabit a world full of complex and often mystifying environmental issues. The Footprints series aims to help kids answer their questions about the state of the natural world with well-researched, simply-expressed information and powerful images.

- **NEW** Better Together ©18 Tate 978-1-4598-1300-7
- **NEW** Going Wild ©18 Mulder 978-1-4598-1287-1

HC LST: $19.95  
HC DISC: $15.96

**Specifications:** Binding: Hardback  • Size: 9 ½” x 8”  • Pages: 48
• Features: Colour Photographs, Index
• Orca Book Publishers

---

Go Green (Early Bird Stories™)  
New Series!

Ready to help planet Earth? These fun narratives feature diverse characters learning how to protect the environment. The inviting stories are punctuated with critical thinking and recall questions to get readers more involved with the stories. Photo-illustrated fast facts and a downloadable reading organizer round out these early reader titles.

- **NEW** Go Green by Caring for Water ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-711-9
- **NEW** Go Green by Fighting Pollution ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-713-3
- **NEW** Go Green by Recycling ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-714-0
- **NEW** Go Green by Reusing ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-715-7
- **NEW** Go Green by Saving Energy ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-716-4
- **NEW** Go Green for Earth Day ©19 Bullard 978-1-54152-712-6

PB LST: $11.45  
PB DISC: $9.16

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  • Size: 8 ¾” x 9”  • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Recall Questions
• LernerClassroom

---

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
Brands We Know (Pilot)  
New Titles!

Iconic brands in this series will capture the attention of young readers! Well-known companies provide diverse ways to access entertainment while others have sparked cultural phenomenons that span across generations. Explore the process of building a big business in these titles showcasing popular brands.

- **NEW** Amazon ©18 Green 978-1-62617-773-4
- **NEW** Hello Kitty ©18 Green 978-1-62617-774-1
- **NEW** My Little Pony ©18 Green 978-1-62617-775-8
- **NEW** Power Rangers ©18 Green 978-1-62617-776-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 7 ½” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Glossary, Index, More Information, Table of Contents, Timeline
- Bellwether Media

The World Around Us 🌍

The World Around Us series introduces children to complex cultural and social issues in a straightforward and accessible way. These illustrated nonfiction picture books tackle global concerns and initiate conversations about subjects that are difficult, sad or overwhelming with school-aged children who are just beginning to observe the world around them.

- **NEW** On the News ©18 Dr. Roberts 978-1-4598-1784-5
- **NEW** On Our Street ©18 Dr. Roberts & Casap 978-1-4598-1617-6

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Hardback
- Size: 8 ½” x 10”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations
- Orca Book Publishers

Amazing Adventures

New Series!

What’s more fun than exploring? In this beginning reader series, young readers will dive deep, journey far, and discover new parts of their world. Colourful action photos and carefully chosen text makes reading these books truly an Amazing Adventure!

- **NEW** Blast off to Space ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-271-5
- **NEW** Explore a Cave ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-270-8
- **NEW** Hike a Mountain ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-267-8
- **NEW** Journey through a Desert ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-269-2
- **NEW** Snorkel Coral Reefs ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-266-1
- **NEW** Trek the Rainforest ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-268-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 7 ¾” x 8 ¼”
- Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Picture Glossary
- Amicus Paperback

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
### Field Trips, Let’s Go! New Series!

Why wait for the school to organize a field trip? These books are ready for a field trip every day! This beginning reader series takes students to familiar places for behind-the-scenes tours. Read about the people who work there and explore things kids love. Carefully chosen vocabulary blends with site-specific photos for a series of very special trips from the comfort of the couch!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aquarium</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-258-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-261-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Station</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-260-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-262-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-259-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stadium</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-265-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-263-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>Kelley</td>
<td>978-1-68152-264-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### After Life New Title!

This nonfiction book for middle-grade readers examines the history, beliefs and customs surrounding death in cultures around the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After Life</td>
<td>Wilcox</td>
<td>978-1-45982-1388-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Orca Origins New Titles!

This series of books will examine ancient traditions kept alive in the modern world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christmas</td>
<td>Tate &amp; Tate-Stratt</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1355-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramadan</td>
<td>Khan</td>
<td>978-1-4598-1181-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, please visit saundersbook.ca.
Crayola® Holiday Colors

Celebrate the holidays in vibrant color with Crayola®. Dazzling photos and engaging text explore each holiday's traditions. A back matter feature correlates the colors in the photos to Crayola colors, and each book includes a reproducible colouring page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Chinese New Year Colors ©18</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-54152-744-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Christmas Colors ©18</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-54152-745-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Cinco de Mayo Colors ©18</td>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>978-1-54152-746-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Diwali Colors ©18</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-54152-747-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Halloween Colors ©18</td>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>978-1-54152-748-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Hanukkah Colors ©18</td>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>978-1-54152-749-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Holi Colors ©18</td>
<td>Nelson</td>
<td>978-1-54152-750-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crayola® Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr Colors ©18</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-54152-751-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PB LST: $10.00  Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $8.00  Guided Reading Level: K

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 9 ¾" x 8" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Photo Captions, Table of Contents, Web Sites
• LernerClassroom

Holiday Time (Early Bird Stories™)

Follow the fun as a variety of families celebrate all types of holidays. Each book describes the origin of the holiday in simple terms and highlights special customs. Critical thinking and comprehension questions get readers talking about the stories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My Family Celebrates Christmas ©18</td>
<td>Bullard</td>
<td>978-1-54152-738-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Family Celebrates Day of the Dead ©18</td>
<td>Bullard</td>
<td>978-1-54152-739-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Family Celebrates Hanukkah ©18</td>
<td>Bullard</td>
<td>978-1-54152-740-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Family Celebrates Kwanzaa ©18</td>
<td>Bullard</td>
<td>978-1-54152-741-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Family Celebrates Christmas ©18</td>
<td>Bullard</td>
<td>978-1-54152-742-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $9.16  Guided Reading Level: J

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 8 ¾" x 9" • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Fast Facts, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Table of Contents, Web Sites
• LernerClassroom

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
398.2

Fables and Folktales (Cardinal Media)  New Titles!

These Asian parables about imagination, youthful action, and success serve a dual purpose of letting pictures tell a story and bringing Asian messages to North America.

NEW Benny Bear Learns a Lesson ©19  Yuan  978-1-64074-004-4
NEW The Call of the Sky ©19  Wenxuan  978-1-64074-006-8
NEW Max’s Bright Smile ©19  Zhi  978-1-64074-003-7
NEW The Princess and the Moon ©19  Xiaoling  978-1-64074-000-6
NEW The Rain People ©19  Bo  978-1-64074-005-1
NEW Turtle Says Hello ©19  Zhi  978-1-64074-001-3
NEW The Two Trees ©19  Zhi  978-1-64074-002-0
NEW The Wriggling Snake ©19  Yimei  978-1-64074-007-5

HC LST: $25.65  Reading Level: Grades K-3
HC DISC: $20.52

Specifications: Binding: Library Binding  •  Size: 7 ¼” x 10 ¼”  •  Pages: 32-36
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Blackrabbit Books

398.7

Humorous Hi Jinx  New Series!

From traditional pranks to technology tricks, Humorous Hi Jinx invites readers to think outside the box, and often outside the house, with simple, but effective, pranks. This series will have readers thinking, crafting, and laughing.

NEW Pranks to Play around Town ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-333-5
NEW Pranks to Play at School ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-334-2
NEW Pranks to Play on Holidays ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-335-9
NEW Pranks to Play on Your Brothers and Sisters ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-336-6
NEW Pranks to Play on Your Parents ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-337-3
NEW Pranks to Play Outside ©18  Peterson  978-1-68072-338-0

HC LST: $29.95  Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $23.96

Specifications: Binding: Library Binding  •  Size: 6 ½” x 9”  •  Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Glossary, Learn More, Side Bars, Table of Contents, Web Sites
• Blackrabbit Books
Just for Laughs (Hi Jinx)  New Series!

Along with fun facts and hilarious graphics, Just for Laughs shares some of the best jokes and twisters about everything from parents to pets. Get ready to twist your tongue, tease your brain, and laugh out loud. With directions on how to make original jokes, the series will have readers laughing and asking for more.

**NEW**  
**Goofy, Nutty Jokes about Parents and Teachers ©18**  
Garstecki  
978-1-68072-327-4

**NEW**  
**Laugh Out Loud Knock Knock Jokes ©18**  
Hogan  
978-1-68072-328-1

**NEW**  
**Scary, Spooky Jokes about Monsters ©18**  
Hogan  
978-1-68072-329-8

**NEW**  
**Silly, Smelly Animal Jokes ©18**  
Garstecki  
978-1-68072-330-4

**NEW**  
**Terribly Tricky Tongue Twisters ©18**  
Garstecki  
978-1-68072-331-1

**NEW**  
**Wild, Funny Brain Twisters ©18**  
Hogan  
978-1-68072-332-8

**HC LST: $29.95  Reading Level: Grades 2-3**  
**HC DISC: $23.96**

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Library Binding  
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”  
- Pages: 24  
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Fun Facts, Glossary, Learn More, Table of Contents, Web Sites  
- Blackrabbit Books

Laugh Your Socks Off!  New Series!

Kids will have a blast reading these collections of the best (and worst!) jokes. Collected by themes and joke styles, these belly-busters, knee-slappers, and groaners are paired with humorous photos. Are you ready to laugh your socks off?

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Animal Jokes ©18**  
Berne  
978-1-5415-1171-2

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Knock-Knock Jokes ©18**  
Beth  
978-1-5415-1172-9

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Puns ©18**  
Beth  
978-1-5415-1173-6

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Riddles ©18**  
Beth  
978-1-5415-1174-3

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Spooky Jokes ©18**  
Berne  
978-1-5415-1178-1

**NEW**  
**World’s Best (and Worst) Sports Jokes ©18**  
Berne  
978-1-5415-1179-8

**PB LST: $10.00  Reading Level: Grade 2**  
**PB DISC: $8.00  Guided Reading Level: O**

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Paperback  
- Size: 7” x 9”  
- Pages: 24  
- Features: Colour Photographs  
- LernerClassroom
**New Series!**

The Tween Emergent Reader Libraries will motivate struggling readers to pick up a book, start reading, and keep reading. But this series features topics and genres particularly of interest to upper elementary and middle school students. Planned as a three-box set, with books written at emergent and beginning reader levels, this unique new collection contains the books you have been searching for: high-interest fiction and non-fiction selections in sets that include both literary genres and content-specific themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LST:</th>
<th>DISC:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go! Emerge [1] Boxed Set (60 books, 3 each of 20 titles + TG) ©18</td>
<td>978-1-68021-592-2</td>
<td>$727.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go! Emerge [1] Additional Book Set (20 books, 1 each of 20 titles) ©18</td>
<td>978-1-68021-593-9</td>
<td>$223.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discover [3] Audiobook: TERL Phonics (Thumb Drive) ©18</td>
<td>978-1-68021-594-6</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reading Level: Grades 1-2

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Boxed Set, Thumb Drive
- Pages: 48
- Saddleback Educational Publishing

With **Go! Emerge** you have access to multiple reading levels with enticing fiction and non-fiction subjects supported by instructional resources to help your readers soar.

Expand vital skills by building comprehension, vocabulary and fluency all in one package!
Natural Phenomena introduces readers to six of Earth’s most fascinating occurrences. Each book explores the cause of the phenomenon as well as the ways humans have interacted with it, both now and in the past. With its dual focus on science and culture, this series is sure to please nature lovers and budding scientists alike.

**New Series!**

- **Humpback Whale Migration ©19** Burling 978-1-64185-010-0
- **Leatherback Sea Turtle Migration ©19** Jopp 978-1-64185-011-7
- **Northern Lights ©19** McClanahan 978-1-64185-012-4
- **Rainbows ©19** Klepeis 978-1-64185-013-1
- **Sinkholes ©19** Reeder 978-1-64185-014-8
- **Tides ©19** Bullard 978-1-64185-015-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 7" x 9" • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Infographics, Photo Captions, Fast Facts, Fact Boxes, Questions, Glossary, To Learn More, Teachers Guides, Index
- Focus Readers

**PB LST:** $14.25 • Reading Level: Grades 3-5
**PB DISC:** $11.40

---

**Spot Awesome Nature**

The beautiful and complex natural world becomes understandable and accessible in this series for emergent readers. A search-and-find feature guides early readers as they learn new vocabulary pertaining to different parts of nature, including plants, biomes, weather, and more. Carefully chosen photos and words are sure to captivate kindergarteners and other readers alike!

**New Series!**

- **Flowers ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-247-0
- **Oceans ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-248-7
- **Seasons ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-245-6
- **Space ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-249-4
- **Trees ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-246-3
- **Weather ©18** Kelley 978-1-68152-244-9

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 7" x 8" • Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams, Activity
- Focus Readers

**PB LST:** $11.45 • Reading Level: Grade K
**PB DISC:** $9.16

---

**Nature is All Around Me (LOOK! Books™)**

The colour of an apple, the shape of the moon. From small ant hills to tall mountains. Let’s discover what other surprises nature has all around us. Look! Books introduce early nonfiction topics with large colorful photos, captions and fast facts. A glossary, resource list and index further enhance success with early nonfiction.

**New Series!**

- **Colors in Nature ©18** Walters 978-1-63440-356-6
- **Numbers in Nature ©18** Walters 978-1-63440-354-2
- **Shapes in Nature ©18** Walters 978-1-63440-355-9
- **Sizes in Nature ©18** Walters 978-1-63440-357-3

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 8" x 8" • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Author Biography, Fast Facts, Further Reading, Glossary, Glossary Words Bolded within Text, Index, Photo Captions, Table of Contents
- LernerClassroom (Red Chair Press)

**PB LST:** $10.00 • Reading Level: Grade 1
**PB DISC:** $8.00 • Guided Reading Level: I-K

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
508.2

**Fall Fun (Early Bird Stories™)**

Entertaining, illustrated stories follow diverse characters as they celebrate aspects of fall. Each book is sprinkled with critical thinking, recall, and text feature questions to encourage reader engagement. In the back of the books, photos accompany fun facts about fall, and educators can also download a reading organizer.

- **Fall Animal Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-000-4
- **Fall Apple Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-001-1
- **Fall Harvest Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-002-8
- **Fall Leaves Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-003-5
- **Fall Pumpkin Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-004-2
- **Fall Weather Fun ©18** Rustad 978-1-54152-005-9

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 ½" x 9" • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Index, Diagrams, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites

**Lerner Publishing Group**

508.2

**The Seasons (Cherry Blossom Press)**

The Seasons uses a curriculum based approach to get children comfortable with reading. Each book in this series uses a combination of sight words and short-vowel words in repetition to build recognition and confidence. Bold, colourful photographs help guide readers through the text. Text and format is created by Cecilia Minden, PhD, a literacy consultant and former director of the Language and Literacy program at Harvard Graduate School of Education. Includes phonics and teachers’ guide.

- **What Can I See in the Fall? ©19** Minden 978-1-53412-873-6
- **What Can I See in the Spring? ©19** Minden 978-1-53412-874-3
- **What Can I See in the Summer? ©19** Minden 978-1-53412-875-0
- **What Can I See in the Winter? ©19** Minden 978-1-53412-876-7

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 6" x 6 ¾" • Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Teachers Guides, Word List
- Cherry Lake Publishing

508.2

**Seasons of the Year (Blastoff Readers: Level 2)**

What makes each season unique? This series explores the new blooms of spring, the heat of the summer sun, the colourful leaves of fall, and the cold and snow of winter. It introduces young readers to the shifting weather, animal adaptations, and other changes associated with each of the four seasons.

- **Fall ©18** Pettiford 978-1-62617-760-4
- **Spring ©18** Pettiford 978-1-62617-761-1
- **Summer ©18** Pettiford 978-1-62617-762-8
- **Winter ©18** Pettiford 978-1-62617-763-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 ½" x 9" • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Index, Diagrams, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites
- Bellwether Media
**508.2**

**Spot Seasons**

Every season, nature changes. What do animals, plants, and the weather do in each season? The carefully levelled text in each book offers simple explanations along with stunning photographs to draw in readers. Spot Books’ unique search and find feature encourages young readers to interact with these low-level nonfiction books.

- **NEW Fall ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-390-3
- **NEW Spring ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-388-0
- **NEW Summer ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-389-7
- **NEW Winter ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-391-0

PB LST: $11.45  Reading Level: Grade K
PB DISC: $9.16

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 7" x 8" • Pages: 16
• Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams, Activity
• Amicus

---

**510**

**The Amazing World of Math**

Explore how math exists in the world and universe around us through highly visual photographic spreads. Bite-sized facts and amusing mathematical applications will keep young readers engaged while learning about the uses of math in art, sports, nature, and science.

- **NEW Math in Art and Sports ©18** Dickmann 978-1-54150-097-6
- **NEW Math in Nature ©18** Dickmann 978-1-54150-099-0
- **NEW Math in Science ©18** Dickmann 978-1-54150-098-3
- **NEW Math in Space ©18** Dickmann 978-1-54150-100-3

HC LST: $30.00  Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $24.00  Guided Reading Level: X

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7" x 9" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Fast Facts, Glossary, Glossary Words Bolded within Text, Index, Side Bars, Statistics
• Lerner Publishing Group (Hungry Tomato®)

---

**510**

**Master Math**

The Singapore math teaching method teaches mathematical concepts in three stages: concrete, pictorial and abstract. Master Math applies this technique to the math curriculum. Using simple pictorial exercises and an engaging mascot, this series makes learning easy and enjoyable for children. Presented in a non-workbook style to supplement what is taught in the classroom, there are parent and teacher notes throughout, which make the book a valuable resource for students everywhere. The author is a seasoned publishing professional who has worked on the OUP textbook program Inspire Maths, based on Singapore’s number one math series.

- **NEW Get in Shape:** Shapes, Positions, and Directions ©18 Chatterjee 978-1-68297-322-6
- **NEW Get to Know Numbers:** Numbers Up to 100 and Place Value ©18 Chatterjee 978-1-68297-319-6
- **NEW Super Calculations:** Numbers Up to Forty and Calculations ©18 Chatterjee 978-1-68297-320-2

HC LST: $30.00  Reading Level: Grade 1
HC DISC: $24.00

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9" x 12" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Hands-On Activities, Original Artwork
• Lerner Publishing Group
Math Lab for Kids

Even unenthusiastic math students will be fired up to learn with these hands-on labs! Math Lab for Kids is a fun, engaging, and colourful approach to the wide world of mathematics. Through a combination of math games, logic puzzles, activities, and hands-on demonstrations with things like prisms, kids will explore math concepts with renewed excitement. And don’t worry about expensive supplies; everything you need comes included or is easily found around the house!

**NEW** Curves and Fractals ©18 Rapoport & Yoder 978-1-63159-448-9
**NEW** Game of Nim and Graph Theory ©18 Rapoport & Yoder 978-1-63159-453-3
**NEW** Geometry and Topology ©18 Rapoport & Yoder 978-1-63159-454-0
**NEW** Tangrams and Puzzles ©18 Rapoport & Yoder 978-1-63159-447-2

HC LST: $30.00  Reading Level: Grades 3-6
HC DISC: $24.00

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound  •  Size: 8 ½” x 8 ¾”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Activities, Puzzles, Math Games
• Lerner Publishing Group

Deep Space Discovery (Bolt)

It’s time to go where no human and few robots have gone before. It’s time for Deep Space Discovery. This series explores everything from the sun and other stars to the vast galaxies they make up. With up-to-date content, infographics, and closely levelled text, this series will have reluctant readers reaching for more.

**NEW** Earth and Other Inner Planets ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-419-6
**NEW** The Milky Way and Other Galaxies ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-420-2
**NEW** Pluto and Other Dwarf Planets ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-421-9
**NEW** Saturn and Other Outer Planets ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-422-6
**NEW** The Search for New Planets ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-423-3
**NEW** The Sun and Other Stars ©19 Terp 978-1-68072-424-0

HC LST: $32.80  Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $26.24

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Binding  •  Size: 6 ½” x 9”  •  Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Fun Facts, Timelines, Diagrams, Index, Glossary, Further Information, Web Sites
• Blackrabbit Books
Space Voyager (Bullfrog Books)

Our solar system is home to giant, faraway planets that are much different than Earth. Explore the features and composition of your favourite planets, the sun, and the moon through vibrant photographs and carefully levelled text. Includes a labelled diagram of the featured celestial body and a picture glossary to reinforce new vocabulary.

NEW Earth ©18 Black 978-1-62031-839-3
NEW Jupiter ©18 Black 978-1-62031-841-6
NEW Mars ©18 Black 978-1-62031-843-0
NEW Mercury ©18 Black 978-1-62031-845-4
NEW Moon ©18 Black 978-1-62031-847-8
NEW Neptune ©18 Black 978-1-62031-849-2
NEW Pluto and the Dwarf Planets ©18 Black 978-1-62031-851-5
NEW Saturn ©18 Black 978-1-62031-853-9
NEW Sun ©18 Black 978-1-62031-855-3
NEW Uranus ©18 Black 978-1-62031-857-7
NEW Venus ©18 Black 978-1-62031-859-1

PB LST: $10.00 Reading Level: Grades K-3
PB DISC: $8.00 Guided Level: F
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7 ¾” x 7 ¾” • Pages: 24  
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Labelled Diagrams, Picture Glossary  
• Jump!

A First Look at Physical Science (Bumba Books™)

What is the difference between transparent and opaque? How can water take the form of ice and vapour? What keeps the moon in Earth’s orbit? Explore the concepts of gravity, sound, light, and the states of matter in this introductory series. Carefully levelled text coupled with vibrant, colour photos will introduce young readers to curricular physical science topics and help build nonfiction reading skills.

NEW Let’s Explore Gases ©18 Spaight 978-1-5124-8268-3
NEW Let’s Explore Gravity ©18 Moon 978-1-5124-8269-0
NEW Let’s Explore Light ©18 Moon 978-1-5124-8270-6
NEW Let’s Explore Liquids ©18 Spaight 978-1-5124-8267-6
NEW Let’s Explore Solids ©18 Spaight 978-1-5124-8266-9
NEW Let’s Explore Sound ©18 Moon 978-1-5124-8271-3

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grades K  
HC DISC: $22.88 Guided Reading Level: J-K
Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9” x 9” • Pages: 24  
• Features: Colour Photographs, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Free Online Content, Index, Photo Glossary, Table of Contents  
• Lerner Publishing Group
How to Make a Rainbow: A Crayola® Color Story

New Title!

The world is your laboratory—it's time to make a rainbow! Bursting with colour, this book takes a delightful approach to learning the colors of the rainbow and how they progress along a spectrum. Vibrant photos, charming illustrations, and lyrical text introduce readers to all the colours of the rainbow. A back matter feature shows the Crayola® colours in the photos and illustrations throughout the book.

NEW Crayola® Art of Color ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1162-0
NEW Crayola® Color in Culture ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1163-7
NEW Crayola® Color in Nature ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1164-4
NEW Crayola® Science of Color ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1165-1
NEW Crayola® Colorology (Binder of all titles) ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-2879-6

PB LST: $10.00 BINDER LST: $18.60 Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $8.00 BINDER DISC: $14.88 Guided Reading Level: M

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 10” x 8” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Table of Contents
- LernerClassroom

535.6

Rock Explorer

New Series!

What are the three types of rock and how do they form? Where was the oldest fossil found? What are minerals used for? Why are gems so rare and expensive? Become a Rock Explorer and discover the answers to all those questions! With simple, easy-to-understand text, these books are perfect for young explorers keen to understand the world around them. Awesome photography captures detailed rock formations, ancient fossils, different types of minerals and sparkling gems, and a glossary page helps explain tricky new terms.

NEW Fossils ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-326-4
NEW Gems ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-325-7
NEW Minerals ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-324-0
NEW Rocks ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-323-3

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grade 2
HC DISC: $22.88

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 ¼” x 8 ½” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Gemstone Guide, Glossary, Index
- Lerner Publishing Group

535.6

Crayola® Colorology

New Series!

This charming Crayola® series is a celebration of colour in our world—how new colours are discovered, the role colour plays in cultures around the world, and what colour does in nature and in art. Readers will explore the red of Chinese New Year, how darks and lights work together in paintings, the orange and black of a monarch butterfly, why we see colours the way we do, and more. Brightly coloured photos, simple text, and fun Crayola design features come together to help readers understand and celebrate colour.

NEW Crayola® Art of Color ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1162-0
NEW Crayola® Color in Culture ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1163-7
NEW Crayola® Color in Nature ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1164-4
NEW Crayola® Science of Color ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-1165-1
NEW Crayola® Colorology (Binder of all titles) ©18 Schuh 978-1-5415-2879-6

PB LST: $10.00 BINDER LST: $18.60 Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $8.00 BINDER DISC: $14.88 Guided Reading Level: K-L

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 10” x 8” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Table of Contents
- LernerClassroom

535.6

How to Make a Rainbow: A Crayola® Color Story

New Title!

The world is your laboratory—it’s time to make a rainbow! Bursting with colour, this book takes a delightful approach to learning the colors of the rainbow and how they progress along a spectrum. Vibrant photos, charming illustrations, and lyrical text introduce readers to all the colours of the rainbow. A back matter feature shows the Crayola® colours in the photos and illustrations throughout the book.

NEW How to Make a Rainbow: A Crayola® Color Story ©18 Salas 978-1-54152-172-8

PB LST: $11.45 Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $9.16 Guided Reading Level: M

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 9 ¼” x 8” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Hands-On Activities, Table of Contents, Web Sites
- Millbrook Press

550

Rock Explorer

New Series!

What are the three types of rock and how do they form? Where was the oldest fossil found? What are minerals used for? Why are gems so rare and expensive? Become a Rock Explorer and discover the answers to all those questions! With simple, easy-to-understand text, these books are perfect for young explorers keen to understand the world around them. Awesome photography captures detailed rock formations, ancient fossils, different types of minerals and sparkling gems, and a glossary page helps explain tricky new terms.

NEW Fossils ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-326-4
NEW Gems ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-325-7
NEW Minerals ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-324-0
NEW Rocks ©18 Martin 978-1-68297-323-3

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grade 2
HC DISC: $22.88

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 ¼” x 8 ½” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Gemstone Guide, Glossary, Index
- Lerner Publishing Group

Weather is all around us. What is the weather like where you live? Weather Report introduces early readers to weather conditions while helping them develop literacy skills. Vibrant photography and tightly controlled text work together to provide an engaging and supportive reading experience. Weather Report titles include tools for teachers as well as introductory nonfiction features such as labels, a table of contents, and an index.

- **Rainy ©19 Kenan** 978-1-64128-010-5
- **Snowy ©19 Kenan** 978-1-64128-004-4
- **Sunny ©19 Kenan** 978-1-64128-007-5
- **Windy ©19 Kenan** 978-1-64128-013-6

PB LST: $10.00  Reading Level: Grade PK
PB DISC: $8.00

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  •  Size: 6 ½” x 9”  •  Pages: 16
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Words to Know, Index
• Jump!

Weather Watch  New Series!

From clouds to the water cycle, this series introduces basic facts about weather for early elementary students. Critical thinking questions invite students to connect what they learn about the weather to their own lives, other texts they’ve read, and the world.

- **Clouds ©19 Meinking** 978-1-63517-840-1
- **Forecasting Weather ©19 Nelson** 978-1-63517-841-8
- **Natural Disasters ©19 Meinking** 978-1-63517-842-5
- **The Water Cycle ©19 Nelson** 978-1-63517-843-2

PB LST: $11.40  Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $9.12

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  •  Size: 7 ¼” x 8 ½”  •  Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Infographics, Fun Facts, Making Connections Questions, Glossary, Index, QR Codes
• Pop!

Geology Genius (Pogo Books)  New Series!

Finding rocks. Collecting fossils. Identifying minerals. Kids can’t get enough of geology and are always looking for more information. With its reader-friendly and interactive approach, each book in Geology Genius highlights a specific type of rock or geological substance, discusses its properties, and where on Earth it can be found. Beautiful, crisp, colour photos and frequent diagrams and graphics complement the carefully levelled text, turning every reader into a geology genius.

- **Crystals ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-824-2
- **Fossils ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-827-3
- **Gemstones ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-830-3
- **Igneous Rocks ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-833-4
- **Metamorphic Rocks ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-836-5
- **Minerals ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-839-6
- **The Rock Cycle ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-842-6
- **Sedimentary Rocks ©19 Pettiford** 978-1-62496-845-7

HC LST: $25.65  Reading Level: Grade 2
HC DISC: $20.52

**Specifications:** Binding: Reinforced Library  •  Size: 7 ½” x 9”  •  Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Words to Know, Diagrams, Labels, Tools for Teachers, Activity, Index, Web Sites
• Jump!

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Dinosaur Days

Journeying back through time, Dinosaur Days acquaints readers with eight creatures of the Mesozoic era. Using age-appropriate language, this series will whet young palaeontologists’ appetites as it uncovers when and where important fossils have been found as well as what these fossilized remains have revealed about the dinosaur’s lifestyle, including how its physical features aided survival in its prehistoric habitat and theories about its extinction. A timeline spotlights the period when the dinosaur lived, and a closing comparative graphic provides additional context on the animal’s size. Supports the Next Generation Science Standards.

NEW Apatosaurus ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-633-8
NEW Brachiosaurus ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-634-5
NEW Iguanodon ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-635-2
NEW Spinosaurus ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-636-9
NEW Stegosaurus ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-637-6
NEW Triceratops ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-638-3
NEW Tyrannosaurus Rex ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-639-0
NEW Velociraptor ©19 Gilbert 978-1-62832-640-6

PB LST: $11.25 Reading Level: Grades K-2
PB DISC: $9.00

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 8 ¼” x 10” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Timeline, Pronunciation Guide, To Read More, Index, Glossary
• Creative Education

Sequence Discovering Dinosaurs

How long does it take to build a bridge or a roller coaster? Emphasizing the process of creation from idea to execution, these books illuminate the building sequence for young readers. A running timeline on each spread highlights each step. Carefully levelled text and thoughtfully chosen photographs make this series an excellent choice to support STEM topics.

NEW Discovering Apatosaurus ©19 Frost 978-1-68152-354-5
NEW Discovering Pterosaurs ©19 Frost 978-1-68152-355-2
NEW Discovering Stegosaurus ©19 Waxman 978-1-68152-356-9
NEW Discovering Triceratops ©19 Waxman 978-1-68152-357-6
NEW Discovering Tyrannosaurus Rex ©19 Waxman 978-1-68152-358-3
NEW Discovering Velociraptor ©19 Grack 978-1-68152-359-0

PB LST: $12.85 Reading Level: Grade 3
PB DISC: $10.28

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 6 ½” x 9 1/2” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Timeline, Glossary, Further Resources, Author’s Note, Index
• Amicus
I'm the Biggest! New Series!

From shortest to longest, deepest to tallest, and smallest to biggest, this series uses varying degrees of comparison to encourage curious young explorers to take a closer look at the relationships of the flora, fauna, and landforms of six different biomes. I'm the Biggest! uses simple but dynamic language to place each ecosystem under investigation, peering through binoculars, under a microscope, or through a camera to study how the region’s features affect its inhabitants, as well as how the inhabitants flourish within the environment. Striking photos aid in the books' visual appeal, while graphics and maps supply real-world examples of each ecosystem, encouraging readers to further explore the topic at hand.

NEW In the Arctic ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-059-7
NEW In the Deserts ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-060-3
NEW In the Mountains ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-061-0
NEW In the Oceans ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-062-7
NEW In the Prairies ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-063-4
NEW In the Rivers ©19 Murray 978-1-64026-064-1

HC LST: $29.95 Reading Level: Grades K-2
HC DISC: $23.96

Specifications: Binding: Library • Size: 8 ¼" x 10" • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Maps, Timelines, Charts, Diagrams, Glossary, Facts, Read More, Web Sites, Index
• Creative Education

My Great Bear Rainforest New Titles!

Stretching along the BC coast from Vancouver Island’s northern tip to the Alaska panhandle, the Great Bear Rainforest represents 25 percent of the world’s remaining ancient coastal temperate rainforests. Home to more than 230 species of birds and 68 species of mammals, it’s the largest intact temperate rainforest left anywhere on Earth. The bears and the wolves that roam the Great Bear Rainforest are brought to life on the pages of the Great Bear Books Bundle. Readers say these books are “enchanting" and "informative" with "stunning" photography.

NEW The Seal Garden ©18 McAllister 978-1-4598-1267-3
NEW A Whale's World ©18 McAllister 978-1-4598-1273-4

HC LST: $19.95 Reading Level: Grades K-4
HC DISC: $15.96

Specifications: Binding: Hardback • Size: 10 ¾" x 8 ¾" • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs
• Orca Book Publishers
**Down in the Ocean**

This series invites explorers to dive into the mysterious depths of the ocean, cruise along coral reefs, trek across the beach in search of tide pools, and more as they travel through six diverse marine habitats. With reader-friendly text and a fun, inviting design, each title examines the given area’s common features along with its unique plant and animal inhabitants.

**NEW** Coral Reef Communities ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-550-8

**NEW** Deep-Sea Mysteries ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-551-5

**NEW** Frozen Realms ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-552-2

**NEW** Seafloor Scavengers ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-553-9

**NEW** Spineless Sea Creatures ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-554-6

**NEW** Tide Pool Treasures ©19  
Gish 978-1-62832-555-3

PB LST: $15.00  
Reading Level: Grades 4-6

PB DISC: $12.00

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 7 ½” x 10 ½” • Pages: 48

- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Firsthand Accounts, Glossary, Index, Selected Bibliography
- Creative Education

---

**Outdoor Explorer (Tadpole Books)**

Birds, trees, rocks, and seeds. There are so many natural wonders waiting just outside your door! This series helps children develop reading skills while exploring the world around them. Tightly controlled vocabulary and repetitive text patterns work together with crisp and colourful photographs to create a reading experience that is engaging and supportive. Outdoor Explorer titles include tools for teachers as well as introductory nonfiction features such as labels, a table of contents, words to know, and an index.

**NEW** I See Birds ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-937-6

**NEW** I See Flowers ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-947-5

**NEW** I See Insects ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-939-0

**NEW** I See Leaves ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-941-3

**NEW** I See Plants ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-943-7

**NEW** I See Rocks ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-945-1

**NEW** I See Seeds ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-963-5

**NEW** I See Trees ©18  
Mayerling 978-1-62031-949-9

HC LST: $24.25  
Reading Level: Grade PK

HC DISC: $19.40

**Specifications:** Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 16

- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Activity, Tips for Teachers/Parents, Words to Know, Index
- Jump!
Amazing Animals

The world of animals is wonderfully diverse. This popular and expanded series continues travelling the planet to study fascinating animals. Beautiful photos are paired with accessible text to examine the featured creature’s appearance, habitat, behaviours, and life cycle. Each book also presents a folk story that people have used to help explain the animal’s appearance or behaviour.

**New Titles!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elk ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-623-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemurs ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-624-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llamas ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-625-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelicans ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-626-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Dogs ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-627-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seahorses ©19</td>
<td>Bodden</td>
<td>978-1-62832-628-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 9" x 11 ¼"
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Glossary, Index, Book References, Folklore, Web Sites
- Creative Education

---

Plant Power (Pogo Books)

**New Series!**

Venus fly traps snap shut on their prey. Aloe vera plants can be used to soothe sunburns. Plant Power explores the powers of meat-eating plants, healing plants, poisonous plants, prickly plants, pollinating plants, and photosynthesis. Beautiful, crisp, colour photos, frequent diagrams and graphics, and an activity complement the carefully levelled text and aid the reader’s understanding of these incredible plant powers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healing Plants ©19</td>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>978-1-62496-874-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat-Eating Plants ©19</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-62496-877-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photosynthesis ©19</td>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>978-1-62496-880-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisonous Plants ©19</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-62496-883-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollinating Plants ©19</td>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>978-1-62496-886-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prickly Plants ©19</td>
<td>Schuh</td>
<td>978-1-62496-889-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 7 ½" x 9" x 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams, Activity
- Jump!
Animals Measure Up

High in the sky or deep in the ocean, animals live in all kinds of habitats and travel amazing distances. This beautifully illustrated series of comparisons illuminates how animals have adapted to live at truly impressive heights and depths. A running ruler on each spread lets readers compare measurements.

- **How Deep in the Ocean?**: Ocean Animal Habitats ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-384-3
- **How Far Home?**: Animal Migrations ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-385-0
- **How Far Underground?**: Burrowing Animals ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-386-7
- **How High in the Rainforest?**: Rainforest Animal Habitats ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-387-4
- **How High in the Sky?**: Flying Animals ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-388-1
- **How High up the Mountain?**: Mountain Animal Habitats ©19 Davies 978-1-68151-389-8

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 9 ¼” x 8 ¼” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Scales, Map, Further Resources, Glossary
- Amicus

Seedlings: Backyard Animals

Hello, chipmunks and ducks. Hello, rabbits and toads. Hello, à fun! The popular Seedlings series now offers irresistible introductions to eight familiar backyard animals. Written in a friendly voice, filled with dynamic photos, and featuring text crafted for the youngest of readers, these newest books spotlight the bodies, behaviours, and habitats of living things. As introductions to informational text, these titles will plant the seeds of knowledge!

- **Chipmunks ©19** Riggs 978-1-60818-969-4
- **Ducks ©19** Riggs 978-1-60818-970-0
- **Mice ©19** Dittmer 978-1-60818-972-4
- **Moles ©19** Dittmer 978-1-60818-973-1
- **Rabbits ©19** Dittmer 978-1-60818-974-8
- **Robins ©19** Arnold 978-1-60818-975-5
- **Squirrels ©19** Arnold 978-1-60818-976-2
- **Toads ©19** Arnold 978-1-60818-971-7

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library • Size: 8 ¾” x 8 ¾” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Book References, Web Sites, Glossary, Index
- Creative Education

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
Spot Baby Animals

What's cuter than a baby animal? Another baby animal. In this super-cute series, a search-and-find feature guides early readers as they learn new vocabulary pertaining to different baby animals, their habitats, body parts, food, and more. Carefully chosen photos and words are sure to captivate kindergarteners and other readers alike!

**NEW** Baby Bears ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-250-0
**NEW** Baby Elephants ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-252-4
**NEW** Baby Giraffes ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-253-1
**NEW** Baby Hippos ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-256-2
**NEW** Baby Lions ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-254-8
**NEW** Baby Orangutans ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-255-5
**NEW** Baby Tigers ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-257-9
**NEW** Baby Wolves ©18 Kelley 978-1-68152-251-7

PB LST: $11.45 Reading Level: Grade K
PB DISC: $9.16 Guided Reading Level: C

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 8” • Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams, Activity
- Amicus

Forest Babies (Tadpole Books)

What are baby owls called? Baby deer? Early readers will learn these names and more about furry forest babies. Adorable, vibrant photography and tightly controlled text work together to provide an engaging and supportive early reading experience. Each title in Forest Babies includes tools for teachers as well as introductory nonfiction features such as labels, a table of contents, words to know, and an index.

**NEW** Bear Cubs ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-956-0
**NEW** Deer Fawns ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-959-1
**NEW** Fox Kits ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-962-1
**NEW** Owlets ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-965-2
**NEW** Rabbit Kits ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-968-3
**NEW** Raccoon Cubs ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-971-3
**NEW** Skunk Kits ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-974-4
**NEW** Squirrel Kits ©19 Nilsen 978-1-62496-977-5

PB LST: $10.00 Reading Level: Grade PK
PB DISC: $8.00

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 6½” x 9” • Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Words to Know, Labels, Tools for Teachers, Index
- Jump!

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
I’ve Got Eyes!: Exceptional Eyes of the Animal World

Animals in varied habitats describe unique features of their eyes and how they are adapted for the jungle, the deep ocean, the desert, and even the dark. From bulging eyes to hiding eyes, handlebar eyes to double-decker eyes, young readers will learn about the diversity of the animal world in this nonfiction picture book.

Specifications:
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations
- Amicus

HC LST: $25.65 Reading Level: Grades PK-3
HC DISC: $20.52

Animal Colors (Blastoff Readers: Level 1)

Animals paint the world with colour! Readers of this series will discover what gives birds, mammals, and other creatures their vivid hues. Learn how animals use their colour to blend in, stand out, and survive in the wild!

Specifications:
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 1/2” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, To Learn More, Index, Glossary, Web Sites
- Bellwether Media

HC LST: $25.65 Reading Level: Grade 1
HC DISC: $20.52

Crayola® Wild World of Animal Colors

What colours do animals use to give a warning? To hide themselves? To attract another animal? Explore the wide ranging use of color in the animal world. Vibrant photos pair with easy-reading text to support young readers. A back matter feature showcases the Crayola® colors that can be found in the animal imagery throughout the book.

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 9 1/4” x 11”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Further Reading, Glossary, Hands-On Activities, Table of Contents, Web Sites
- Lerner Publishing Group (Gecko Press)

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grade 1
HC DISC: $22.88

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
Incredible Animal Life Cycles (Pogo Books)

Butterflies, chickens, ladybugs, and other animals go through incredible changes in their lives. With its reader-friendly and interactive approach, each book in Incredible Animal Life Cycles highlights a specific animal, discussing its life cycle, specific stages of the cycle, and terms related to the cycle. Readers will learn about the animal’s habitat, appearance, diet, and behaviours, especially as these relate to the animal’s life cycle. Beautiful, crisp, colour photos and frequent diagrams and graphics complement the carefully levelled text and aid the reader’s understanding of these incredible animal transformations.

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Butterfly ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-803-7

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Chicken ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-806-8

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Frog ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-809-9

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Jellyfish ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-812-9

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Kangaroo ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-815-0

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Ladybug ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-818-1

**NEW** Life Cycle of a Snake ©19
Kenney 978-1-62496-821-1

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 7 ½” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Diagrams, Word to Know, Fact Boxes, Labels, Activity, Glossary, Index, To Learn More
- Jump!

Amazing Migrators (Lightning Bolt Books™)

Follow the journeys of some of the animal kingdom’s most amazing migrators! See how they fly, swim, or run from summer locations to winter locations to find food, mate, have their young, and survive seasonal weather changes. Colourful photos and clear, lively text with plenty of kid appeal showcase the life cycle, migratory patterns, and threats facing each migrating animal.

**NEW** The Arctic Tern’s Journey ©18
Tunby 978-1-5124-8634-6

**NEW** The Dragonfly’s Journey ©18
Tunby 978-1-5124-8636-0

**NEW** The Monarch Butterfly’s Journey ©18
Fishman 978-1-5124-8633-9

**NEW** The Salmon’s Journey ©18
Fishman 978-1-5124-8637-7

**NEW** The Whale’s Journey ©18
Tunby 978-1-5124-8635-3

**NEW** The Wildebeest’s Journey ©18
Fishman 978-1-5124-8638-4

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 7 ⅞” x 10 ⅝”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Fast Facts, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Maps, Photo Captions, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group
**Fast Tracks: Animals in Danger!**

This appealing series encourages young readers to learn about animals—some familiar, and some less so. Around the world, animals of all types are under threat from habitat loss, environmental changes, and human action. These animals are fascinating, but they are also key parts of larger ecosystems, so if their numbers drop, other species could be affected too. Each book is arranged in spreads that flow naturally from one to the next, so that readers can build their understanding. Fact boxes add extra information on some spreads. Each book ends with information on conservation efforts, a fact file, graphing activity, glossary, suggestions of other books to read and web sites to visit, and a simple index.

**Bengal Tigers ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-440-4

**Chimpanzees ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-441-1

**Green Sea Turtles ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-442-8

**Orangutans ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-444-2

**Polar Bears ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-443-5

**Sea Otters ©19** Dickman 978-1-78121-445-9

**Specifications:** Binding: Library • Size: 8” x 8” • Pages: 24

- Features: Colour Photographs, Maps, Fact File, Index, Activity, Further Resources, Web Sites

**Death Eaters**

What happens to bodies after death? Nature’s army of death eaters steps in to take care of clean up. This high-interest science text dives into the science behind how bodies decompose.

**Death Eaters ©19** Halls 978-1-5124-8200-3

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 ¾” x 9 ¾” • Pages: 40

- Features: Colour Photographs, Author’s Note, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Web Sites

**Millbrook Press**

**Spot Ocean Animals**

Have you ever been in the ocean? This search-and-find series lets young readers dive right in and learn about underwater critters. Find out how their body parts help them eat and avoid enemies in this water-filled series.

**Crabs ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-298-2

**Dolphins ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-299-9

**Jellyfish ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-300-2

**Octopuses ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-301-9

**Sea Turtles ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-302-6

**Sharks ©19** Schuh 978-1-68152-303-3

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 8” • Pages: 16

- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams

- Amicus Paperback

**To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca**
Polar Animals (Bumba Books™)

New Series!

Read all about caribou, narwhals, penguins, and more. These magnificent polar animals come to life through colour photographs and carefully levelled text. Critical thinking questions and a photo glossary supply readers with the basic building blocks for nonfiction reading.

NEW It's a Caribou! ©18 Dinmont 978-1-5124-8278-2
NEW It's a Narwhal! ©18 Schuh 978-1-5124-8282-9
NEW It's a Penguin! ©18 Dinmont 978-1-5124-8283-6
NEW It's a Polar Bear! ©18 Dinmont 978-1-5124-8281-2
NEW It's a Snowy Owl! ©18 Dinmont 978-1-5124-8279-9

Specifications:
Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9" x 9" • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Index, Photo Glossary, Table of Contents
• Bellwether Media

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grade K
HC DISC: $22.88 Guided Reading Level: J-K

North American Animals (Blastoff! Readers: Level 3)

New Titles!

The North American continent is filled with animals of all sizes and appetites. Some splash in rivers and swamps while others nest in trees and soar through open skies. Thousands of species roam the prairies, mountains, deserts, and forests that they call home. Meet your wild neighbours in this series for young readers!

NEW Blue Jays ©18 Rathburn 978-1-5124-728-4
NEW Opossums ©18 Rathburn 978-1-5124-729-1
NEW Pileated Woodpeckers ©19 Sabelko 978-1-5124-799-4
NEW River Otters ©18 Rathburn 978-1-5124-730-7
NEW Rocky Mountain Elk ©19 Sabelko 978-1-5124-800-7
NEW Wolverines ©18 Rathburn 978-1-5124-731-4

Specifications:
Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 3/4" x 9 3/4" • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Author's Note, Bibliography, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Maps, Web Sites
• Millbrook Press

HC LST: $28.60 Reading Level: Grade 2
HC DISC: $22.88 Guided Reading Level: J-K

The Monarchs Are Missing: A Butterfly Mystery

New Title!

Monarch butterfly populations have been declining for the last two decades, and scientists aren’t sure why. Skilled science writer Rebecca E. Hirsh takes readers on a quest to discover what is happening and what scientists know. Hirsch also spotlights the contributions of citizen scientists, many of whom are young people, in tracking monarch butterflies.

NEW The Monarchs Are Missing: A Butterfly Mystery ©18 Hirsch 978-1-5124-5250-1

Specifications:
Binding: Library Bound • Size: 9 3/4" x 9 3/4" • Pages: 56
• Features: Colour Photographs, Author's Note, Bibliography, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Maps, Web Sites
• Millbrook Press

HC LST: $34.30 Reading Level: Grade 5
HC DISC: $27.44 Guided Reading Level: V
## Lizards in the Wild

Read about lizards and learn how these reptiles are adapted to their varied environments. Find out how they find food, defend themselves, and have young, plus which ones are harmless and which require some caution if you meet them in the wild! A photo diagram in each book points out unique lizard characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bearded Dragons ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-554-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleons ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-555-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geckos ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-556-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gila Monsters ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-557-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Iguanas ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-558-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komodo Dragons ©19</td>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>978-1-68151-559-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 6 ¼" x 9 ¼"
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Author Biography, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Further Resources
- Amicus

## The Great Rhino Rescue

Southern white rhinos are in trouble. For years, a rumour has been spreading that their horns can be used to cure cancer, and poachers have been targeting these gentle creatures. Sandra Markle takes readers behind the scenes to see how civilians, volunteer organizations, and African governments are working together to protect rhinos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Great Rhino Rescue ©19</td>
<td>Markle</td>
<td>978-1-5124-4436-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 6 ¾" x 9 ½"
- Pages: 48
- Features: Colour Photographs, Author Biography, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Maps, Primary Source Quotations, Side Bars, Source Notes, Timeline, Web Sites

## Eavesdropping on Elephants

Can understanding how forest elephants communicate help scientists find ways to protect this vulnerable species? Researcher Katy Pane and others involved with Cornell University’s Elephant Listening Project believe it can. Patricia Newman takes readers behind the scenes to see how scientists are making new discoveries about elephant communication and using what they learn to help these majestic animals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eavesdropping on Elephants ©19</td>
<td>Newman</td>
<td>978-1-5415-1571-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 10 ¼" x 8 ¼"
- Pages: 56
- Features: Colour Photographs, Author Biography, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Maps, Primary Source Quotations, Web Sites

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
**Impossible Inventions: A Book of Incredible Inventions**  
*A Book of Incredible Inventions ©18 Mycielska 978-1-77657-170-3*

A funky and fascinating collection of inventions that were patented but never made. When Leonardo da Vinci, over five hundred years ago, invented the tank, car, helicopter, glider, parachute, submarine, lift and telescope, he was considered a dreamer. Or even crazy. Today he is understood to be a genius, ahead of his time.

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Trade Hardcover  
- Size: 8 x 9 ¾”  
- Pages: 128

**Features:**  
- Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork  
- Lerner Publishing Group (Gecko Press)

**HC LST:** $36.75  
**HC DISC:** $29.4

**Reading Level:** Grade 3

---

**Makers as Innovators Junior**  
*(21st Century Skills Innovation Library)*

**New Titles!**

The Makers as Innovators Junior series looks at the Makers movement for young readers and addresses topics from computer programming and 3D printing to starting your own Makerspace. Through simple text written to foster creativity and problem solving, students will the art of innovation. Large, colourful images show students how to complete activities. Additional tools, including a glossary and an index, help students learn new vocabulary and locate information.

**NEW**  
**Filming Stop-Motion Animation ©18 Saldana 978-1-53410-778-6**

**NEW**  
**Gaming with Bloxels ©18 Quinn 978-1-53410-782-3**

**NEW**  
**Inventing with LittleBits ©18 Matteson 978-1-53410-779-3**

**NEW**  
**Making a Web Page ©18 Van Lent 978-1-53410-780-9**

**NEW**  
**Making Slime ©18 Quinn 978-1-53410-783-0**

**NEW**  
**Playing with Makey Makey ©18 Slater 978-1-53410-777-9**

**NEW**  
**Remixing Toys ©18 Williams 978-1-53410-784-7**

**NEW**  
**Using Light to Make Shadow Puppets ©18 Fontichiaro 978-1-53410-781-6**

**HC LST:** $28.55  
**HC DISC:** $22.84

**Reading Level:** Grade 3

---

**The Amazing Human Body (Bolt)**

**New Series!**

The human body is simply amazing. Organs keep it running. Bones keep it standing. And muscles let it play. Through hi/lo text and powerful infographics, discover how the human body works and learn a few gross facts too!

**NEW**  
**Bodily Functions ©19 Lowell 978-1-68072-387-8**

**NEW**  
**The Digestive System ©19 Goddu 978-1-68072-388-5**

**NEW**  
**Major Organs ©19 Goddu 978-1-68072-390-8**

**NEW**  
**The Muscular System ©19 Lowell 978-1-68072-389-2**

**NEW**  
**The Respiratory System ©19 Goddu 978-1-68072-391-5**

**NEW**  
**The Skeletal System ©19 Lowell 978-1-68072-392-2**

**HC LST:** $32.80  
**HC DISC:** $26.24

**Reading Level:** Grades 2-3

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Library Binding  
- Size: 6 ½ x 9”  
- Pages: 32

**Features:**  
- Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Fun Facts, Diagrams, Glossary, Index, Further Information, Web Sites  
- Blackrabbit Books
**The Five Senses (Blastoff! Readers: Level 3)**

How do your eyes see? How do your ears hear? How does your nose smell? This series covers the basic structures and functions of the body’s five sense organs. Young readers will learn how each sense provides the brain with information about their surroundings, and can test their new knowledge with sense-specific activities.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 6 ½" x 9"
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, To Learn More, Diagrams, Glossary, Web Sites

**PB LST: $10.00**  
**Reading Level: Grades 1-2**

**PB DISC: $8.00**  
**Guided Reading Level: L**

**NEW** Hearing ©18  
Owings  
978-1-61891-296-1

**NEW** Seeing ©18  
Owings  
978-1-61891-297-8

**NEW** Smelling ©18  
Owings  
978-1-61891-298-5

**NEW** Tasting ©18  
Owings  
978-1-61891-299-2

**NEW** Touching ©18  
Owings  
978-1-61891-300-5

---

**Nutrition Matters (Bumba Books™)**

Kids know exercise is good for them. But they might not know that there are different kinds of exercise. Each helps the body in different ways. These books provide step-by-step guides for safe exercise.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback
- Size: 8 ¾” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Index, Photo Glossary, Table of Contents

**PB LST: $11.45**  
**Reading Level: Grades 2-3**

**PB DISC: $9.16**  
**Guided Reading Level: J**

**NEW** Following Special Diets ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-679-2

**NEW** Healthy Eating Habits ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-680-8

**NEW** Healthy Foods Around the World ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-681-5

**NEW** Why We Eat Dairy ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-682-2

**NEW** Why We Eat Fruits ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-683-9

**NEW** Why We Eat Grains ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-684-6

**NEW** Why We Eat Protein ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-685-3

**NEW** Why We Eat Vegetables ©18  
MS, RD Reinke  
978-1-54152-686-0

---

**Survival Guides You Didn't Know You Needed**

Ridiculous situations and even crazier suggestions meet up to leave readers rolling on the floor in laughter as a seemingly rogue author guides them through worst-case scenarios. Includes real-life situations, fun facts, and critical thinking questions.

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Binding
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Side Bars, Glossary, Learn More, Web Sites

**HC LST: $29.95**  
**Reading Level: Grades 2-3**

**HC DISC: $23.96**

**NEW** Surviving a Bigfoot Attack ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-341-0

**NEW** Surviving a Shipwreck at Sea ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-343-4

**NEW** Surviving a Zombie Attack ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-344-1

**NEW** Surviving an Alien Attack ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-339-7

**NEW** Surviving in the Jungle ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-340-3

**NEW** Surviving on a Desert Island ©18  
Troupe  
978-1-68072-342-7

---

To order - Call: 1-800-461-9120 • Fax: 1-800-561-1763 • Email: info@saundersbook.ca
Kids know exercise is good for them. But they might not know that there are different kinds of exercise. Each helps the body in different ways. These books provide step-by-step guides for safe exercise.

**NEW** Power Down For Fitness ©19  
Galjasevic & Wood 978-1-6344-0412-9

**NEW** Power Up for Fitness ©19  
McMillian & Wei 978-1-6344-0411-2

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  • Size: 6 ½” x 9”  • Pages: 32  
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Author Biography, Glossary, Index,  
  Introductory Note, Note to Adults, Original Artwork, Table of Contents  
• Lerner Publishing Group (Red Chair Press)

**PB LST:** $7.15  
**PB DISC:** $5.72  
**Reading Level:** Grade 2

**Let’s Move**

What do wheels and axles help us do? How does a pulley work? Why does an inclined plane make carrying a load easier? Each book in Machines and Motion highlights and explains one of the six simple machines. Bright, colour photographs complement the carefully levelled text.

**NEW** Inclined Planes ©19  
Chang 978-1-62496-849-5

**NEW** Levers ©19  
Manley 978-1-62496-852-5

**NEW** Pulleys ©19  
Manley 978-1-62496-855-6

**NEW** Screws ©19  
Chang 978-1-62496-858-7

**NEW** Wedges ©19  
Manley 978-1-62496-861-7

**NEW** Wheels and Axles ©19  
Chang 978-1-62496-864-8

**PB LST:** $10.00  
**PB DISC:** $8.00  
**Reading Level:** Grade K

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback  • Size: 7 ¾” x 9 ¾”  • Pages: 24  
• Features: Colour Photographs, Photo Glossary, Index  
• Jump!

**Amazing Rescue Vehicles**

From the vanlike appearance of ambulances to the spinning rotor blades of helicopters, vehicles of all forms have long been used in emergency situations. Appealing to future paramedics, pilots, captains, drivers, and crews, this series explores the continued use of four Amazing Rescue Vehicles. Detailed photos and STEM-appropriate text examine the featured machine’s parts, functions, variations, and worksites. Each book also includes a labelled pictorial diagram of the vehicle.

**NEW** Ambulances ©19  
Dittmer 978-1-64026-041-2

**NEW** Fire Trucks ©19  
Dittmer 978-1-64026-042-9

**NEW** Helicopters ©19  
Dittmer 978-1-64026-043-6

**NEW** Rescue Boats ©19  
Dittmer 978-1-64026-044-3

**Specifications:** Binding: Library/Paperback  • Size: 8 ¾” x 11”  • Pages: 24  
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Labelled Diagrams, Side Bars,  
  To Read More, Index, Web Sites  
• Creative Education

**HC LST:** $29.95  
**PB LST:** $11.25  
**Reading Level:** Grades K-2

**HC DISC:** $23.96  
**PB DISC:** $9.00

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
629.04

How Does It Work? (Pogo Books)

How does an airplane stay in the air? What makes speedboats speedy? Learn about the mechanics behind your favourite vehicles with these exciting books. Readers can practice reading informational text while vibrant, colour photographs draw them in. Each book includes infographics, an activity, and a glossary to reinforce new words.

**NEW** Airplanes ©18 VanVoorst 978-1-62031-900-0
**NEW** Cars ©18 Mattern 978-1-62031-902-4
**NEW** Helicopters ©18 VanVoorst 978-1-62031-904-8
**NEW** Hot Air Balloons ©18 Bethea 978-1-62031-906-2
**NEW** Motorcycles ©18 Mattern 978-1-62031-908-6
**NEW** Speedboats ©18 Mattern 978-1-62031-910-9

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 7 ¾" x 7 ¾" • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Infographics, Activity, Glossary
- Jump!

**HC LST:** $25.65 Reading Level: Grade 2
**HC DISC:** $20.52

629.04

Seedlings: Transportation

This series offers irresistible introductions to a rage of topics from animal behaviours to how machines operate. Written in a friendly voice, filled with dynamic photos, and featuring text crafted for the youngest of readers, these titles are perfect for your shelves as they help plant the seeds of knowledge!

**NEW** Police Cars ©19 Arnold 978-1-64026-069-6
**NEW** School Buses ©19 Arnold 978-1-64026-070-2
**NEW** Snowplows ©19 Arnold 978-1-64026-071-9
**NEW** Taxis ©19 Arnold 978-1-64026-072-6

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library • Size: 8 ¾” x 8 ¾” • Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Book References, Web Sites, Glossary, Index
- Creative Education

**HC LST:** $29.95 Reading Level: Grade K
**HC DISC:** $23.96

629.255

Spot Mighty Machines

Honk, honk! Introducing six new titles in our popular Mighty Machines series! Kindergarteners will learn cool features and vocabulary about some mighty trucks in this search-and-find series.

**NEW** Big Rigs ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-292-0
**NEW** Fire Trucks ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-293-7
**NEW** Garbage Trucks ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-294-4
**NEW** Pickup Trucks ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-295-1
**NEW** Tanker Trucks ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-296-8
**NEW** Tow Trucks ©19 Dieker 978-1-68152-297-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 8” • Pages: 16
- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams
- Amicus Paperback

**PB LST:** $11.45 Reading Level: Grade K
**PB DISC:** $9.16
Welcome to the Construction Site

(21st Century Basic Skills Library: Level 1)

This Level 1 Guided Reader series explores how machines are used on construction sites. Students will develop word recognition and reading skills while learning about exciting construction machinery. Let your young readers discover the joy of reading for information as they build reading fluency.

Blasthole Drill ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-244-3
Bulldozer ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-239-9
Concrete Mixer ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-241-2
Dump Truck ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-238-2
Excavator ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-237-5
Knuckleboom Loader ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-243-6
Mobile Crane ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-242-9
Road Roller ©19 Bell 978-1-53413-240-5

PB LST: $12.80 Reading Level: Grade 2
PB DISC: $10.24 Guided Reading Level: G-H
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 8 ¼” x 8 ¼” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Further Reading, Glossary, Index
• Cherry Lake Publishing

Destination Space

Destination Space showcases the history of space exploration, the cutting-edge advances being made in this field today, and the new space breakthroughs that are just over the horizon. From historic achievements to future dreams, each title highlights a key advancement in exploring our solar system and the universe beyond.

The Apollo Missions ©18 Richards 978-1-63517-565-3
Building Reusable Rockets ©18 Vogt 978-1-63517-566-0
Finding Earth-like Planets ©18 Kruesi 978-1-63517-567-7
Missions to Mars ©18 Vogt 978-1-63517-568-4
NASA and the Astronauts ©18 Amstutz 978-1-63517-569-1
The Space Shuttle Missions ©18 Richards 978-1-63517-570-7
Space Stations ©18 Hogan 978-1-63517-571-4
Voyage to Pluto ©18 Kruesi 978-1-63517-572-1

PB LST: $14.25 Reading Level: Grades 4-6
PB DISC: $11.40
Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 48
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Side Bars, To Learn More, Index, Maps, Quiz, Infographics, Glossary
• Focus Readers

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
**A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet**  
Former astronaut Clayton Anderson takes readers on an A to Z flight through the alphabet from astronaut and blastoff to spacewalk and Zulu Time. Topics cover the history of NASA, science, and practical aspects of being an astronaut using fun poems for each letter paired with longer expository text in the side bars. Perfect for science buffs, budding astronauts, and astronomy lovers of all ages.

**NEW**  
A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet ©18  
Anderson  
978-1-58536-396-4

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Hardcover  
- Size: 11” x 9”  
- Pages: 32  
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Side Bars

**HC LST:** $22.95  
**Reading Level:** Grade 3

**HC DISC:** $18.36

---

**Bot Maker (Hi Jinx)**  
Get kids building and making with these first robot books. Step-by-step instructions and illustrations teach young engineers the basic construction of simple robots. Using simple materials readers will create basic robots that wiggle, scribble, and race.

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Bug Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-321-2

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Crazy Car Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-322-9

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Inch Worm Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-326-7

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Motorcycle Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-325-0

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Racer Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-323-6

**NEW**  
Build Your Own Scribble Bot ©18  
Besel  
978-1-68072-324-3

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Library Binding  
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”  
- Pages: 24  
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, List of Materials, Other Resources

**HC LST:** $29.95  
**Reading Level:** Grade 2-3

**HC DISC:** $23.96

---

**A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet**  
New Title!

**NEW**  
A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet ©18  
Anderson  
978-1-58536-396-4
Gardening Lab for Kids

This series presents hands-on exercises, activities, and projects on popular topics, organized into weekly lessons. Each lesson contains a full materials list and accompanying photographs of the process as well as finished samples. Each activity includes useful side notes to expand on the themes and dig deeper. The Labs can be used as singular projects or build on experiences. They are open-ended, able to be explored over and over—with different results each time. The activities are geared for children being taught or guided by adults and are successful on multiple levels of age and experience. This award-winning series offers a fresh source of creative learning activities and lesson plans for educators, homeschoolers, DIY-inspired parents, and scouting and community groups.

NEW Garden Art: Fun Experiments to Learn Grow, Harvest, Make, and Play ©18  
Fossen-Brown  
978-1-63159-451-9

NEW Green Gardening: Fun Experiments to Learn Grow, Harvest, Make, and Play ©18  
Fossen-Brown  
978-1-63159-450-2

NEW Starting a Garden: Fun Experiments to Learn Grow, Harvest, Make, and Play ©18  
Fossen-Brown  
978-1-63159-449-6

NEW Theme Gardening: Fun Experiments to Learn Grow, Harvest, Make, and Play ©18  
Fossen-Brown  
978-1-63159-452-6

HC LST: $30.00  
Reading Level: Grades 3-6  
HC DISC: $24.00

Specifications:  
Binding: Library Bound  
Size: 8 1/2" x 8 3/4"  
Pages: 32  
Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Activities, Side Notes, Material List  
Lerner Publishing Group

Spot Pets

Want to learn more about the furry, scaly, and feathered animals we call pets? Find out why cats have whiskers and much more! The search-and-find feature in this series informs young readers about the unique characteristics of their pets.

NEW Birds ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-284-5

NEW Cats ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-285-2

NEW Dogs ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-286-9

NEW Fish ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-287-6

NEW Guinea Pigs ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-288-3

NEW Hamsters ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-289-0

NEW Rabbits ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-290-6

NEW Turtles ©19  
Schuh  
978-1-68152-291-3

PB LST: $11.45  
Reading Level: Grade K  
PB DISC: $9.16

Specifications:  
Binding: Paperback  
Size: 7" x 8"  
Pages: 16  
Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams  
Amicus Paperback

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Many youngsters wish for a canine companion—but many instructional books are geared toward adults or more advanced readers! Providing an insightful and accessible look at several aspects of dog ownership, A Dog's Life highlights how to train, care for, and understand our loyal four-legged companions. Each book offers a brief tutorial on a different topic and works with the others to compile a comprehensive yet introductory guide to such issues as what motivates a dog, methods of proper handling and grooming, and how to interpret behaviours, facial expressions, and vocalizations. Vibrant, relatable photos feature an array of dogs and are sure to entice humans and canines alike!

**NEW! Bonding with Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-641-3

**NEW! Handling Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-642-0

**NEW! Listening to Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-643-7

**NEW! Sensing Like Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-644-4

**NEW! Speaking to Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-645-1

**NEW! Treating Your Dog ©19**  
Rosen  
978-1-62832-646-8

**Specifications:**  
- Binding: Paperback  
- Size: 8 ¼" x 10"  
- Pages: 24  
- Features: Colour Photographs, Diagrams, Activity, Glossary, Web Sites, Index  
- Creative Education
Bring together art and laughter with this hilarious series. From putting food on human legs to silly bobblehead creations, step-by-step instructions and images will guide readers to create their own silly sketches.

**NEW** Draw Animals on Wheels! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-597-1
**NEW** Draw Bobbleheads! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-598-8
**NEW** Draw Funny Faces! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-599-5
**NEW** Draw Puns! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-600-8
**NEW** Draw Robots and Monsters! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-601-5
**NEW** Draw Walking Food! ©19 Colins 978-1-68072-602-2

HC LST: $29.95 Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $23.96

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Binding • Size: 6 ½" x 9" • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Step-by-Step Instructions, Glossary, Tips & Tricks, Web Sites
• Blackrabbit Books

---

**NEW Series!**

**Learn to Draw Favorite Characters: Expanded Edition**

Kids will learn how to bring their favourite licensed characters to life with these step-by-step learn-to-draw books. Each book offers easy-to-follow instructions to guide kids from simple sketches to colourful character renderings.

**NEW** Learn to Draw Disney’s Classic Fairy Tales: Featuring Cinderella, Snow White, Belle, and all your favorite fairy tale characters! ©18 Walter Foster Creative Team 978-1-94287-547-5
**NEW** Learn to Draw Disney’s Moana: Learn to draw Moana, Maui, and other favorite characters step by step! ©18 Walter Foster Creative Team 978-1-94287-546-8
**NEW** Learn to Draw Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy: How to draw your favorite characters including Rocket, Groot, and Gamor! ©18 Disney Storybook Artists 978-1-94287-548-2
**NEW** Learn to Draw Star Wars: How to draw your favorite characters, including Chewbacca, Yoda, and Darth Vader! ©18 Disney Storybook Artists 978-1-94287-549-9

HC LST: $35.75 Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $28.60

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 6 ½" x 9" • Pages: 64
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Step-by-Step Instructions, Glossary, Tips & Tricks, Web Sites
• Lerner Publishing Group

---

**NEW Series!**

**Drawing School**

Anyone can draw with these all-in-one drawing guides designed for beginners! Featuring hundreds of subjects, from animals to common objects, this new series breaks down each subject into simple step-by-step lessons with basic shapes.

**NEW** Drawing School-Volume 1 ©18 978-1-94287-7565-9
**NEW** Drawing School-Volume 2 ©18 978-1-94287-7566-6
**NEW** Drawing School-Volume 3 ©18 978-1-94287-7567-3
**NEW** Drawing School-Volume 4 ©18 978-1-94287-7568-0

HC LST: $35.75 Reading Level: Grade 2
HC DISC: $28.60

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 8 ½" x 11" • Pages: 64
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents
• Lerner Publishing Group

---

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
743

**Let's Draw with Crayola®! New Series!**

Combining simple shapes makes drawing fun and easy. Simple step-by-step instructions call out the shapes that become charming monsters, vehicles, robots, and animals. A back matter feature shows the Crayola® colours used in the drawings.

- **NEW** Let’s Draw Animals with Crayola®! ©18 Allen 978-1-5415-1166-8
- **NEW** Let’s Draw Monsters with Crayola®! ©18 Allen 978-1-5415-1167-5
- **NEW** Let’s Draw Robots with Crayola®! ©18 Allen 978-1-5415-1168-2
- **NEW** Let’s Draw Vehicles with Crayola®! ©18 Allen 978-1-5415-1169-9

PB LST: $10.00 Reading Level: Grade 1
PB DISC: $8.00 Guided Reading Level: K

**Specifications:** Binding: Paperback • Size: 8” x 10” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Step-By-Step Instructions, Table of Contents, Web Sites
- LernerClassroom

743

**Step-by-Step New Series!**

If you can see it, you can draw it! Well-known artist Mark Bergin takes wishful artists from imagination to finished drawing in these fun DIY grade 3 books. With clear step-by-step instructions and finished models, this series gives students the skills and confidence to draw their world.

- **NEW** Draw Birds ©19 Bergin 978-1-91223-380-9
- **NEW** Draw Fashion ©19 Scrace 978-1-91223-381-6
- **NEW** Draw Flowers and Plants ©19 Bergin 978-1-91223-382-3
- **NEW** Draw Ships ©19 Bergin 978-1-91223-383-0
- **NEW** Draw Still Life ©19 Bergin 978-1-91223-384-7
- **NEW** Draw Warriors ©19 Bergin 978-1-91223-385-4

HC LST: $32.80 Reading Level: Grades 4-6
HC DISC: $26.24

**Specifications:** Binding: Library • Size: 8 ¾” x 11” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Black & White Illustrations, Table of Contents, Step-by-Step Instructions, Glossary, Index
- Book House

745.5

**Green STEAM New Series!**

This makerspace-friendly series blends science, technology, engineering, and math content with arts and crafts for the perfect STEAM experience. A "green" approach focuses on reusing everyday materials rather than buying new craft supplies.

- **NEW** Earth-Friendly Animal Crafts ©18 Thompson 978-1-54152-417-0
- **NEW** Earth-Friendly Earth Day Crafts ©18 Thompson 978-1-54152-416-3
- **NEW** Earth-Friendly Engineering Crafts ©18 Thompson 978-1-54152-418-7
- **NEW** Earth-Friendly Math Crafts ©18 Thompson 978-1-54152-419-4
- **NEW** Earth-Friendly Science Crafts ©18 Thompson 978-1-54152-421-7

HC LST: $31.45 Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $25.16 Guided Reading Level: R-S

**Specifications:** Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Author Biography, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Step-By-Step Instructions, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group
Digital Makers

Learn how to create, launch, perfect, and safely share digital works of art, including videos, songs, blogs, and web sites. This series capitalizes on the popularity of both digital technology and makerspace activities. Creator profiles and expert tips provide extra inspiration.

**NEW Create Your Own Blog ©18**
Kenney 978-1-5124-8343-7

**NEW Design and Build Your Own Website ©18**
Leigh 978-1-5124-8342-0

**NEW Make and Upload Your Own Videos ©18**
Kenney 978-1-5124-8340-6

**NEW Write and Record Your Own Songs ©18**
Leigh 978-1-5124-8341-3

HC LST: $30.00  Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $24.00  Guided Reading Level: T-U

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 7" x 9"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Side Bars, Step-By-Step Instructions, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group

Sequence Entertainment

How many people does it take to make a movie? Emphasizing the process of creation from idea to execution, these books illuminate the creative and production sequence for young readers. A running timeline on each spread highlights each step. Young readers will gain a big picture understanding of the creative process and may even be inspired to a future career.

**NEW Making a Book ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-440-6

**NEW Making a Movie ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-441-3

**NEW Making a Podcast ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-442-0

**NEW Making a TV Show ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-443-7

**NEW Making a Video Game ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-444-4

**NEW Making an App ©19**
Higgins 978-1-68151-445-1

HC LST: $31.40  Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $25.12

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 ½" x 9 ½"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Timeline, Glossary, Further Resources, Author’s Note, Index
- Amicus

Movie Magic (Blastoff! Discovery)

Lights, camera, action! The set goes quiet, and the movie’s stars perform a show-stopping scene. But what happens when the camera isn’t rolling? From costumes to special effects, this series is a behind-the-scenes glimpse of the work that goes into some of Hollywood’s biggest blockbusters.

**NEW Animal Performers ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7845-8

**NEW Camera Tricks ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7846-5

**NEW Costumes and Props ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7847-2

**NEW Makeup ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7848-9

**NEW Special Effects ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7849-6

**NEW Stunts ©19**
Green 978-1-6261-7850-2

HC LST: $28.55  Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $22.84

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Reinforced Library
- Size: 6 ½" x 9"
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Profiles, Side Bars, Index, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites
- Bellwether Media

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
The Disgusting Crafter (Hi Jinx)

New Series!

It’s time for kids to learn how to make what they really want. With easy-to-follow instructions and simple supply lists, this series can turn any reader into a disgusting crafter.

- Make Your Own Drinkable Blood ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-621-3
- Make Your Own Fake Poo ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-625-1
- Make Your Own Fake Skin ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-622-0
- Make Your Own Fake Snot ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-623-7
- Make Your Own Fake Vomit ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-626-8
- Make Your Own Farting Goo ©19 Garstecki 978-1-68072-624-4

HC LST: $29.95 Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $23.96

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Binding
- Size: 6 ½” x 9”
- Pages: 24
- Features: Colour Illustrations, Table of Contents, Jokes, Activities, Recipes, Glossary, Further Information, Tips & Tricks, Web Sites
- Blackrabbit Books

Trivia Time!

New Series!

Readers will eat up these fun and browse-able titles covering mind-blowing facts on everything from sports to technology. They’re perfect for curious kids hungry for information!

- Incredible Animal Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes ©18 Braun 978-1-5124-8330-7
- Incredible History Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes ©18 Braun 978-1-5124-8331-4
- Incredible Sports Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes ©18 Braun 978-1-5124-8333-8
- Incredible Tech Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes ©18 Schwartz 978-1-5124-8332-1

HC LST: $30.00 Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $24.00 Guided Reading Level: V-X

Specifications:
- Binding: Library Bound
- Size: 7” x 9”
- Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Further Reading
- Lerner Publishing Group
The Unofficial Guides Junior series explores the various aspects of the enormously popular Minecraft program for younger readers. This series is perfect for the younger hands-on techie. Includes table of contents, glossary, and index—as well as sources for further reading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Hardcover</th>
<th>Paperback</th>
<th>HC LST: $28.55</th>
<th>PB LST: $12.80</th>
<th>HC DISC: $22.84</th>
<th>PB DISC: $10.24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animals in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-983-2</td>
<td>978-1-53413-307-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-984-9</td>
<td>978-1-53413-304-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-985-6</td>
<td>978-1-53413-305-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enchanting and Potions in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-982-5</td>
<td>978-1-53413-302-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Minecraft Was Made ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-988-7</td>
<td>978-1-53413-308-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining and Farming in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-986-3</td>
<td>978-1-53413-306-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redstone and Transportation in Minecraft ©19</td>
<td>Gregory</td>
<td>978-1-53412-987-0</td>
<td>978-1-53413-307-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifications: Binding: Reinforced Binding/Paperback • Size: 8 ¼” x 8 ½” • Pages: 24 • Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Further Reading, Glossary, Index • Cherry Lake Publishing
The World of Gaming (Searchlight Books™)

Learn about some of the world’s most popular video games, from their history to the movies, costumes, and aspects of pop culture they’ve inspired. Fun and entertaining text delivers solid nonfiction information about each game. Age-appropriate visuals add to the fun, while side bars discussing video game pioneers and STEM careers dive deeper into the world of video games.

NEW! The World of Angry Birds ©18 Schwartz 978-1-5124-8312-3
NEW! The World of Mario Bros. ©18 Silverman 978-1-5124-8315-4
NEW! The World of Minecraft ©18 Schwartz 978-1-5124-8313-0
NEW! The World of Pokémon ©18 Silverman 978-1-5124-8310-9

HC LST: $32.85  Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $26.28

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Free Online Content, Further Reading, Glossary, Index, Photo Captions, Side Bars, Table of Contents
• Lerner Publishing Group

Biggest Names in Sports

Biggest Names in Sports introduces young readers to some of the brightest stars in sports today. These exciting narratives summarize each player’s life and career to date, drawing attention to their accomplishments on the field and career highlights, while also including biographical information such as family life and charity work.

NEW! Connor McDavid: Hockey Star ©18 Batets 978-1-63517-969-9
NEW! Sidney Crosby: Hockey Star ©18 Hall 978-1-63517-558-5

PB LST: $14.25  Reading Level: Grades 3-5
PB DISC: $11.40

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Side Bars, To Learn More, Index, Maps, Quiz, Glossary
• Focus Readers

I Love Sports (Bullfrog Books)

Inspire active children to read and avid readers to be active with these sports books for early readers. Through narrative text and photos showing both boys and girls, readers will learn the basics of each sport so they understand enough to watch a competition. Each book includes a diagram of the field or competition area and a picture glossary of sports words.

NEW! Cheerleading ©18 Duling 978-1-62031-820-1
NEW! Figure Skating ©18 Manley 978-1-62031-821-8
NEW! Snowboarding ©18 Duling 978-1-62031-822-5
NEW! Surfing ©18 Manley 978-1-62031-823-2
NEW! Track and Field ©18 Duling 978-1-62031-824-9

HC LST: $25.65  Reading Level: Grades K-3
HC DISC: $20.52

Specifications: Binding: Reinforced Library • Size: 7 ¾” x 7 ¾” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Diagrams, Glossary, Index, Web Sites
• Jump!
Incredible Sports Records (Bastoff! Discovery) New Series!

Athletes perform spectacular feats of strength and speed, but sometimes, a player or team rises above the rest to become a legend. From Michael Phelps’ gold medals to Tim Howard’s saves in the 2014 World Cup, this series presents the most exciting records in sports history.

- **Baseball Records ©18**
  - Morey
  - 978-1-61891-311-1
- **Basketball Records ©18**
  - Adamson
  - 978-1-61891-312-8
- **Football Records ©18**
  - Morey
  - 978-1-61891-313-5
- **Hockey Records ©18**
  - Morey
  - 978-1-61891-314-2
- **Olympic Records ©18**
  - Adamson
  - 978-1-61891-315-9
- **Soccer Records ©18**
  - Adamson
  - 978-1-61891-316-6

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 6½” x 9” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Index, Stats, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites
- Bellwether Media

Season Ticket New Series!

Grab a front-row seat to your favourite sports league. Season Ticket uses engaging and informative storytelling to take readers into the past, present, and future of the NBA, NFL, NHL, and MLB. With chapters exploring historic moments, game-changing figures, today’s most exciting superstars, and other league dynamics, Season Ticket is your all access pass to sports!

- **Baseball Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide ©18**
  - Williams
  - 978-1-63494-034-4
- **Basketball Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide ©18**
  - Neumann
  - 978-1-63494-035-1
- **Football Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide ©18**
  - Graves
  - 978-1-63494-036-8
- **Hockey Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide ©18**
  - Peters
  - 978-1-63494-037-5

**Specifications:**
- Binding: Paperback • Size: 5” x 7½” • Pages: 112
- Flux (Press Box)
Sports Build Character

Sports Build Character reveals eight empowering character traits that young athletes can build on and off the field. Filled with true stories of top athletes, each title defines and illustrates a different character trait while inspiring readers to live out the trait in their day-to-day lives.

NEW! Caring in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-529-5
NEW! Citizenship in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-530-1
NEW! Courage in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-531-8
NEW! Fairness in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-532-5
NEW! Perseverance in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-533-2
NEW! Respect in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-534-9
NEW! Responsibility in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-535-6
NEW! Trustworthiness in Sports ©18 Kortemeier 978-1-63517-536-3

HC LST: $28.55 Reading Level: Grades 2-3
HC DISC: $22.84

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Side Bars, To Learn More, Index, Quiz, Glossary
• Focus Readers

Sports Championships (Torque)

Championship games are for the best of the best. Teams go head-to-head to prove they are worthy of being named number one. Each title in this series dives into the action of a sport’s championship. From the history to the road to glory, they highlight the thrills of the game!

NEW! The Final Four ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-483-5
NEW! The NBA Finals ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-484-2
NEW! The Stanley Cup Finals ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-485-9
NEW! The Super Bowl ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-486-6
NEW! The World Cup ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-487-3
NEW! The World Series ©19 Morey 978-1-61891-488-0

PB LST: $10.00 Reading Level: Grade 4
PB DISC: $8.00

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 6 ½” x 9” • Pages: 24
• Features: Colour Photographs, Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Side Bars, Index, To Learn More, Glossary, Web Sites
• Bellwether Media
STEM in Sports

Sports are not only entertaining spectacles, but also examples of STEM concepts in action. This series examines the science and math that help explain why and how sports work, as well as the advances in technology and engineering that improve the experience for players and fans. Using STEM curriculum, this series will enhance readers’ understanding and appreciation of popular sports.

NEW STEM in Auto Racing ©19 Marquardt 978-1-64185-290-6
NEW STEM in Baseball ©19 Ventura 978-1-64185-291-3
NEW STEM in Basketball ©19 Smibert 978-1-64185-292-0
NEW STEM in Figure Skating ©19 Ventura 978-1-64185-293-7
NEW STEM in Football ©19 Martin 978-1-64185-294-4
NEW STEM in Hockey ©19 Martin 978-1-64185-295-1
NEW STEM in Snowboarding ©19 McKinney 978-1-64185-296-8
NEW STEM in Soccer ©19 Marquardt 978-1-64185-297-5

PB LST: $14.25 Reading Level: Grade 4
PB DISC: $11.40

Specifications: Binding: Paperback • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 48
- Features: Colour Photographs, Side Bars, Glossary
- North Star Classroom (SportsZone)

Makerspace Models

Create your own model-sized vehicles powered by balloons, rubber bands, and small motors. Step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and photographs guide readers through the building process, while informative text explains the science—aerodynamics, gravity, propulsion—behind them.

NEW Build Your Own Boats ©18 Ives 978-1-5124-5969-2
NEW Build Your Own Land Vehicles ©18 Ives 978-1-5124-5968-5
NEW Build Your Own Robots ©18 Ives 978-1-5124-5970-8
NEW Build Your Own Rockets and Planes ©18 Ives 978-1-5124-5967-8

HC LST: $30.00 Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $24.00 Guided Reading Level: w

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7” x 9” • Pages: 32
- Features: Colour Photographs, Colour Illustrations, Author Biography, Further Reading, Glossary, Illustrator Biography, Index, Materials List, Step-By-Step Instructions, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group (Hungry Tomato®)

Ranger Rick Kids’ Guides

If you love the outdoors, then the Ranger Rick Kids’ Guides are perfect for you! Featuring tons of tips for exploring the wilderness, these guides will teach you how to stay safe while you explore, from reading maps, basic first-aid, where to set up campsites, techniques for catching fish, and much more!

NEW Ranger Rick Kids’ Guide to Camping ©18 Winner 978-1-9428-7573-4
NEW Ranger Rick Kids’ Guide to Fishing ©18 Maas 978-1-9428-7574-1
NEW Ranger Rick Kids’ Guide to Hiking ©18 Olsson 978-1-9428-7575-8
NEW Ranger Rick Kids’ Guide to Paddling ©18 Watson 978-1-9428-7576-5

HC LST: $37.15 Reading Level: Grade 5
HC DISC: $29.72

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 6 ½” x 9 ½” • Pages: 96
- Features: Colour Photographs, Charts, Graphs, Diagrams, Table of Contents
- Lerner Publishing Group
Seeing into Tomorrow: Haiku by Richard Wright

Richard Wright's haiku put everyday moments—walking a dog, watching a sunset, finding a beetle—into focus. Now, more than fifty years after they were written, these poems continue to reflect kids’ everyday experiences. Paired with the photo collage artwork of Nina Crews, Seeing into Tomorrow celebrates the lives of contemporary African American boys and offers an accessible introduction to one of the most important African American writers of the twentieth century.

HC LST: $22.95   Reading Level: Grade 3
HC DISC: $18.36

Specifications: Binding: Trade Hardcover • Size: 10 ¾” x 8 ¼” • Pages: 32
• Features: Colour Photographs, Further Reading
• Millbrook Press

Can I Touch Your Hair?: Poems of Race, Mistakes, and Friendship

How can Irene and Charles work together on their fifth grade poetry project? They don’t know each other . . . and they’re not sure they want to. Irene Latham, who is white, and Charles Waters, who is black, use this fictional setup to delve into different experiences of race in a relatable way, exploring such topics as hair, hobbies, and family dinners.

HC LST: $27.55   Reading Level: Grade 4
HC DISC: $22.04   Guided Reading Level: U

Specifications: Binding: Library Bound • Size: 7” x 10” • Pages: 40
• Features: Colour Illustrations, Original Artwork, Author’s Note
• Lerner Publishing Group (Carolrhoda)

Visit our website for more great titles and curriculum lists!

SaundersBook.ca
Discover the human side of key newsworthy and historical figures. Each biography in this easy-reading series is peppered with quotes and childhood stories, accounts of successes and failures, and descriptions of the inspirational sources and experiences that influenced the person’s achievements. Detailed timelines and indexes make these valuable reference resources.

**Gateway Biographies**

- **New Titles!**
  - **Beyoncé ©19** 
    - Schwartz
    - 978-1-5415-2444-6
  - **Markus “Notch” Persson ©19** 
    - Doeden
    - 978-1-5415-2446-0
  - **Prince Harry and Meghan ©19** 
    - Sherman
    - 978-1-5415-3945-7

**Specifications:**
- **HC LST:** $34.30
- **Reading Level:** Grade 5
- **HC DISC:** $27.44
- **Features:** Colour Photographs, Further Reading, Index, Source Notes, Table of Contents, Timeline
- **Lerner Publishing Group**

**Children in History**

**New Series!**

Children in History explores eight major periods in history through the stories of children that lived them. Complete with true accounts of real children from the past, the books in this eye-opening set illustrate what it was like to live during times of war, revolution, and social and economic change.

- **New Titles!**
  - **Children in the Holocaust ©19** 
    - Bell
    - 978-1-63517-876-0
  - **Children in the Industrial Revolution ©19** 
    - Roberts
    - 978-1-63517-877-7

**Specifications:**
- **HC LST:** $31.40
- **Reading Level:** Grades 5-6
- **HC DISC:** $25.12
- **Features:** Historical Photographs, Infographics
- **Focus Readers**

**Country Profiles (Blastoff! Discovery)**

**New Titles!**

Adventure abroad! This series takes young explorers on a world tour. Readers will stop at famous landmarks, meet new people groups, and experience unique customs and holidays. To further celebrate cultural diversity, these books teach how to speak foreign words, cook staple foods, and play traditional games.

- **New Titles!**
  - **Afghanistan ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-839-7
  - **Cuba ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-840-3
  - **The Dominican Republic ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-841-0
  - **Egypt ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-842-7
  - **Germany ©18** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-732-1
  - **Ireland ©18** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-733-8
  - **Israel ©18** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-734-5
  - **Jordan ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-843-4
  - **Spain ©19** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-844-1
  - **Sweden ©18** 
    - Rechner
    - 978-1-62617-735-2
  - **Thailand ©18** 
    - Oachs
    - 978-1-62617-736-9
  - **Vietnam ©18** 
    - Oachs
    - 978-1-62617-737-6

**Specifications:**
- **HC LST:** $28.55
- **Reading Level:** Grade 4
- **HC DISC:** $22.84
- **Features:** Colour Photographs, Table of Contents, Maps, Side Bars, Fact Boxes, Index, Glossary, Web Sites
- **Bellwether Media**

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
People of North America

A history of the people and events that influenced the North American Indian tribe known as the Inuit, including the Inuit Circumpolar Council and conflicts such as early encounters with Europeans on Baffin Island.

NEW! Inuit ©19 Bodden 978-1-60818-966-3

HC LST: $41.40 Reading Level: Grades 4-6
HC DISC: $33.12

Specifications: Binding: Library • Size: 7 ½” x 10 ½” • Pages: 48
• Features: Colour Photographs, Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Index, Read More, Selected Bibliography, Web Sites
• Creative Education

English Cree Books 🍁

With beautiful Illustrations, and easy to handle board book format, this series is sure to be a hit!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>LST</th>
<th>DISC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kiss by Kiss</td>
<td>Van Camp</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>$7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little You/Niya Kapisissiyän</td>
<td>Van Camp</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>$5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Heart Fills with Happiness/Ni Miyawaten Niteh Ohcih (English/Cree)</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>$7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Sang you Home/Ka Kiweh Nikamostamatinan (English/Cree)</td>
<td>Van Camp</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>$7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome Song for Baby/Ni nikamon Tawaw Nipepimis (English/Cree)</td>
<td>Van Camp</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>$7.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BB LST: $9.95 PB LST: $6.95 Reading Level: Grades PK-1
BB DISC: $7.96 PB DISC: $5.56

Specifications: Binding: Paperback/Board Book • Size: 7” x 7” • Pages: 24-26
• Features: Colour Illustrations
• Orca Book Publishers

Visit our website for more indigenous titles and curriculum lists!

SaundersBook.ca
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A is for Astronaut: Blasting Through the Alphabet 018 NEW 78
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The Adventures of Lottie Lipton 27
Afghanistan 019 NEW 27
Afraid 019 NEW 43
After Life 018 NEW 50
Airplanes 018 NEW 76
Algorithms with Frozen 019 NEW 41
Alien Abductions 019 NEW 39
Amazing Adventures NEW SERIES! 49
The Amazing Adventures of Abby McQuade NEW SERIES! 27
Amazing Animals NEW TITLES! 65
The Amazing Human Body (Bolt) NEW SERIES! 73
Amazing Migrators (Lightning Bolt Books™) NEW SERIES! 69
Amazing Rescue Vehicles NEW SERIES! 75
The Amazing World of Math NEW SERIES! 57
Amazon 018 NEW 49
Ambulances 019 NEW 3
An Anty-War Story 018 NEW 93
Angry 019 NEW 3
Animal Colors (Blastoff Readers: Level 1) NEW SERIES! 68
The Animals of Chinese New Year 018 NEW 26
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Animals in Minecraft 019 NEW 85
Animals Measure Up NEW SERIES! 66
Apatosaurus 019 NEW 62
The Apollo Missions 018 NEW 77
Aquarium 018 NEW 50
The Arctic Tern's Journey 018 NEW 69
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Auntie Loves You 019 NEW 3
Awesome, Disguising, Unusual Facts about Animals 019 NEW 42
Awesome, Disguising, Unusual Facts about Everything Stinky, Squishy, and Slimy 019 NEW 42
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Awesome, Disguising, Unusual Facts about Space 019 NEW 42
Awesome, Disgustingly Unusual Facts about Sports 019 NEW 42
Awesome, Disgusting, Unusual Facts about the Human Body 019 NEW 42
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Baby Bears 018 NEW 67
Baby Elephants 018 NEW 67
Baby Giraffes 018 NEW 67
Baby Hippos 018 NEW 67
Baby Lions 018 NEW 67
Baby Orangutans 018 NEW 67
Baby Tigers 018 NEW 67
Baby Wolves 018 NEW 67
Back on Track 019 NEW 31
Back to the Past 018 NEW 27
Baseball Records 018 NEW 87
Baseball Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide 018 NEW 87
Basic Concepts NEW SERIES! 3
Basketball Records 018 NEW
Basketball Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide 018 NEW
Bats in Trouble 017
Be a Good Dragon 018 NEW
Bear Cubs 019 NEW
Bearded Dragons 019 NEW
Becoming Prince Charming 018 NEW
Behind the Screen 018 NEW
Being Grateful 018 NEW
Being Honest 019 NEW
Being Responsible 018 NEW
Bengal Tigers 019 NEW
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Better Together 018 NEW
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Big Rigs 019 NEW
Big Water 018 NEW
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Billy Stuart NEW TITLE! 28
Birds 019 NEW
The Black Dragon 018 NEW
The Black Tempest 017 NEW
Blasthole Drill 019 NEW
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Blue Animals 019 NEW
Blue Jays 018 NEW
Bodily Functions 019 NEW
Body Image in the Media 019 NEW
Bog Mummies: Where Did They Come From? 019 NEW
The Bolds NEW TITLE! 29
The Bolds to the Rescue 018 NEW
Bonding with Your Dog 019 NEW
Bonkers 018 NEW
Borrowing and Returning 019 NEW
Bot Maker (Hi Jinx) NEW SERIES! 78
Brachiosaurus 019 NEW
Brains, Brains, and Other Horrifying Breakfasts 017 NEW
Brands We Know (Pilot) NEW TITLES! 49
Bright Owl Books NEW SERIES! 5
Bugs and Errors with Wreck-It Ralph 019 NEW
Building Character (Bullfrog Books) NEW SERIES! 44
Building in Minecraft 019 NEW
Building Reusable Rockets 018 NEW
Build Your Own Boats 018 NEW
Build Your Own Bug Bot 018 NEW
Build Your Own Crazy Car Bot 018 NEW
Build Your Own Inch Worm Bot 018 NEW
Build Your Own Land Vehicles 019 NEW
Build Your Own Motorcycle Bot 018 NEW
Build Your Own Racer Bot 018 NEW
Build Your Own Robots 018 NEW
Build Your Own Rockets and Planes 018 NEW
Build Your Own Scribble Bot 018 NEW
Bulldozer 019 NEW
Bully 015 NEW
Bundle of Nerves: A Story of Courage 018 NEW 21
Bundle Up 018 NEW 26
Bus Drivers 018 NEW 47
Bus to the Badlands 018 NEW 35
The Call of the Sky 019 NEW 52
Camera Tricks 019 NEW 83
Can I Touch Your Hair?: Poems of Race, Mistakes, and Friendship 018 NEW 90
The Captain 018 NEW 87
Caring in Sports 018 NEW 35
Cars 018 NEW 4
The Catacombs of Chaos: A Lottie Lipton Adventure 017 NEW 67
Cat Litter Cake and Other Horrifying Desserts 017 NEW 80
Cats 019 NEW 79
Chameleons 019 NEW 72
Cherokees 019 NEW 86
Children in History NEW SERIES! 91
Children in the Holocaust 019 NEW 52
Children in the Industrial Revolution 019 NEW 48
Citizenship in Sports 018 NEW 76
Clouds 019 NEW 28
The Code Busters Club NEW TITLE! 29
Coding in Computers 019 NEW 40
Coding in the Internet 019 NEW 26
Coding in Transportation 019 NEW 34
Coding in Video Games 019 NEW 37
Coding in Your Home 019 NEW 40
Coding in Your School 019 NEW 40
Coding is Everywhere (Blastoff! Readers: Level 2) NEW SERIES! 40
Coding with Anna and Elsa (A Frozen Guide to Blockly) 018 NEW 40
The Color-Day Coach: Baking 018 NEW 31
Colors All Around 016 3
Colors in Nature 018 NEW 55
Combat in Minecraft 019 NEW 85
Community Economics NEW SERIES! 46
Community Helpers (Blastoff! Readers: Level 1) NEW SERIES! 47
Concrete Mixer 019 NEW 77
Concussion Comeback 018 NEW 31
Conditionals with The Incredibles 019 NEW 41
Connor McDavid: Hockey Star 018 NEW 86
Conserving Resources 019 NEW 46
Construction Workers 018 NEW 47
Coral Reef Communities 019 NEW 64
Costumes and Props 019 NEW 83
Count On It 019 NEW 3
Country Profiles (Blastoff Readers: Level 1) NEW SERIES! 91
Courage in Sports 018 NEW 85
Crabs 019 NEW 77
Crayola® Art of Color 018 NEW 89
Crayola® Chinese New Year Colors 018 NEW 78
Crayola® Christmas Colors 018 NEW 80
Crayola® Cinco de Mayo Colors 018 NEW 78
Crayola® Color in Nature 018 NEW 78
Crayola® Colorology NEW SERIES! 60
Crayola® Colorology (Binder of all titles) 018 NEW 60
Crayola® Diwali Colors 018 NEW 51
Crayola® Halloween Colors 018 NEW 51
Crayola® Hanukkah Colors 018 NEW 51
Crayola® Holi Colors 018 NEW 51
Crayola® Holiday Colors NEW SERIES! 51
Crayola® Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr Colors 018 NEW 51
Crayola® Science of Color 018 NEW 60
Crayola® Wild World of Animal Colors 018 NEW 68
Create an Animation with Scratch 018 NEW 41
Create Computer Games with Scratch 018 NEW 41
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Hamsters 19 NEW 48
Handling Your Dog 19 NEW 80
Hannah’s Tall Order: An A to Z Sandwich 18 NEW !
Happy 19 NEW 10
Harry’s Hiccups 18 NEW 10
Hatching Hero: A Sea Turtle Defender’s Journal 18 NEW 36
Healing Plants 19 NEW 65
Healthy Eating Habits 18 NEW 74
Healthy Foods Around the World 18 NEW 74
Hearing 18 NEW 74
The Heir 18 NEW 30
Helicopters 18 NEW 76
Helicopters 19 NEW 75
Hello Kitty 18 NEW 49
Hi! I’m the New Baby 18 NEW 10
Hike a Mountain 18 NEW 49
History’s Mysteries (Bolt) NEW SERIES! 40
Hockey Records 18 NEW 87
Hockey Season Ticket: The Ultimate Fan Guide 18 NEW 87
Holi Colors 18 NEW 26
Holiday Time (Early Bird Stories™) NEW SERIES! 51
Honk! Splat! Vroom! 18 NEW 10
Hop Frog 18 NEW 5
Horace J. Edwards and the Time Keepers NEW TITLE! 29
A Horse Named Jack 18 NEW 11
Hot Air Balloons 18 NEW 76
The House 18 NEW 32
How Deep in the Ocean?: Ocean Animal Habitats 19 NEW 66
How Does It Work? (Pogo Books) NEW SERIES! 76
How Far Home?: Animal Migrations 19 NEW 66
How Far Underground?: Burrowing Animals 19 NEW 66
How High in the Rainforest?: Rainforest Animal Habitats 19 NEW 66
How High in the Sky?: Flying Animals 19 NEW 66
How High up the Mountain?: Mountain Animal Habitats 19 NEW 66
How to Be an Earling® NEW TITLES! 30
How to Make a Rainbow: A Crayola® Color Story 18 NEW Humorous Hi Jinx NEW SERIES! 52
Humpback Whale Migration 19 NEW 55
Hu-Wan and the Sleeping Dragon 18 NEW 11
I

I Got a Chicken for My Birthday 18 NEW 11
I Love Sports (Bullfrog Books) NEW TITLES! 86
I See Birds 18 NEW 32
I See Flowers 18 NEW 32
I See Insects 18 NEW 39
I See Leaves 18 NEW 64
I See Plants 18 NEW 64
I See Rocks 18 NEW 64
I See Seeds 18 NEW 64
I See Trees 18 NEW 64
I Want My Dad! 18 NEW 12
Igneous Rocks 19 NEW 61
Iguanodon 18 NEW 62
Impossible Inventions: A Book of Incredible Inventions 18 NEW 73
I’m the Biggest! NEW SERIES! 63
Inclined Planes 19 NEW 75
Incredible Animal Life Cycles (Pogo Books) NEW SERIES! 69
Incredible Animal Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes 18 NEW
Incredible History Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes 18 NEW
Incredible Science Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes 18 NEW
Incredible Sports Records (Blasphoff! Discovery) NEW SERIES! 87
Incredible Sports Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes 18 NEW
Incredible Tech Trivia: Fun Facts and Quizzes 18 NEW
In It Together: A Story of Fairness 18 NEW
In the Arctic 19 NEW
In the Deserts 19 NEW
In the Mountains 19 NEW
In the Oceans 19 NEW
In the Prairies 19 NEW
In the Rivers 19 NEW
Inuit 19 NEW
Inventing with LittleBits 18 NEW
In Your Shoes: A Story of Empathy 18 NEW
Israel 18 NEW
It’s a Caniboul 18 NEW
It’s a Narwhal 18 NEW
It’s a Penguin! 18 NEW
It’s a Polar Bear! 18 NEW
It’s a Snowy Owl! 18 NEW
It’s Not Destiny: An Abbey Story 18 NEW
I’ve Got Eyes!: Exceptional Eyes of the Animal World 18 NEW
Jobs and Money 19 NEW 48
Jordan 19 NEW 91
Journey through a Desert 18 NEW 49
Jungle Gym 18 NEW 26
Junk 18 NEW 12
Jupiter 18 NEW 59
Just for Laughs (Hi Jinx) NEW SERIES! 53
Just My Style 18 NEW 12
K

Kasey & Ivy 18 NEW 30
Kick! NEW SERIES! 30
Kindergartten Bus 18 NEW 13
King Tut: Is His Tomb Really Cursed? 19 NEW 40
Kiss by Kiss (Board Book) (English/Cree) 18 NEW 92
Knuckleboom Loader 19 NEW 77
Komodo Dragons 19 NEW 72
Lab 101 18 NEW 32
Lark Takes a Bow 18 NEW 35
Latana Global Picture Books NEW TITLE! 13
Laugh Out Loud Knock Knock Jokes 18 NEW 53
Laugh Your Socks Off! NEW SERIES! 53
Learn to Draw Disney’s Classic Fairy Tales: Featuring Cinderella, Snow White, Belle, and all your favorite fairy tale characters! 18 NEW 81
Learn to Draw Disney’s Moana: Learn to draw Moana, Maui, and other favorite characters step by step! 18 NEW 81
Learn to Draw Favorite Characters: Expanded Edition NEW TITLES! 81
Learn to Draw Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy: How to draw your favorite characters, including Rocket, Groot, and Gamoril 19 NEW 81
Learn to Draw Star Wars: How to draw your favorite characters, including Chewbacca, Yoda, and Darth Vader! 18 NEW 81
Leatherback Sea Turtle Migration 19 NEW 55
Lemurs 19 NEW 65
Let’s Draw Animals with Crayola®! 18 NEW 82
Let’s Draw Monsters with Crayola®! 18 NEW 82
Let’s Draw Robots with Crayola® 18 NEW 82
Let’s Draw Vehicles with Crayola® 18 NEW 82
Let’s Draw with Crayola! NEW SERIES! 82
Let’s Explore Gases 18 NEW 59
Let’s Explore Gravity 18 NEW 59
Let’s Explore Light 18 NEW 59
Let’s Explore Liquids 18 NEW 59
Let’s Explore Solids 18 NEW 59
Let’s Explore Sound 18 NEW 59
Let’s Go Outside 18 NEW 26
Let’s Move! NEW SERIES! 75
Levers 18 NEW 75
Librarians 18 NEW 47
Librarians 19 NEW 47
Librarians of the Galaxy: Acceptance 18 NEW 30
Library 18 NEW 50
Life Cycle of a Butterfly 19 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Chicken 19 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Frog 18 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Jellyfish 18 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Kangaroo 18 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Ladybug 18 NEW 69
Life Cycle of a Snake 18 NEW 69
Life, Loss, and Lemonade 17 33

All titles discounted 20% • Free shipping on orders over $150 • saundersbook.ca
Card Kits

- **Card Kit Components:** $1.59 each
  - Includes main entry, shelf list, title, author and subject cards, spine label, book card, pocket and two labels.

Pocket Location (please pick one):

- Front Inside Flyleaf
- Back Inside Flyleaf
- Front Flyleaf
- Back Flyleaf

**Automated Cataloguing**

- **MARC Records:** Free
  - (Our standard enhanced records via web download)
- **MARC Record CD:** $20.00/order

**Cataloguing Software Name:**

- **Spine Labels:** $0.25 each
- **Shelf List Cards:** $0.25 each
- **Barcode Label:** $0.25 each

**MARC Format:**

- **MAR 21 (852 Holdings)**
- **MAR 21 (949 Holdings)**

**Processing Options:**

- **Attached Processing Package:** $1.50/book
  - Includes MARC record, attached spine and barcode labels covered with mylar patches.
- **Mylar Dust Jackets:** $2.00/book
  - Spine label attached to the dust jacket and covered with mylar jacket cover. (Only where applicable, not necessary on library bound books.)
- **Book Pocket:** $0.50 each
  - Book pocket and card labelled and affixed to book, please mark choice of location in the diagram above.
- **Spine Labels Attached:** $0.75 each

**Barcode Labels**

- **Not Required**
- **Customer Supplied Labels** (shelf ready processing only)
- **Barcode Label Only Attached:** $0.75 each

**To help us track your order, please fill in the following information:**

- Contact Name:
- School/Library Name:
- School/Library Postal Code:
- Your Phone Number:
- Email Address:

**1) Barcode Symbology:**

- Interleaved 2 of 5
- CPI Plus Interleaved 2 of 5
- Codabar

**Code 3 of 9 (13 plus check digit)**

- mod 43 (character) or mod 10 (numeral)

**Codabar (13 plus check digit)**

- mod 16 (character) or mod 10 (numeral)

* If unsure, please obtain the correct symbology from your system support or software creator.
** There are two types of check digits. Please check to ensure whether your barcodes need a character or a numeral as the 14th digit. They will not work if the check digit is incorrect.

**2) Barcode Start #:**

**3) Library or School name to appear on label.** (max. 30 characters)

**4) Barcode Location (processed books only):**

Circle preferred barcode location on diagram below.

**Outside Cover**

- Front
- Inside Flyleaf
- Back

**Inside Cover**

- Front
- Inside Flyleaf
- Back

**Direction of Barcode Application (pick one):**

- Horizontal (perpendicular to spine)
- Vertical (parallel to spine)

**Vertical Saunders Book Co.**

**Vertical Saunders Book Co.**

- Horizontal Saunders Book Co.

**Extras**

- **Theft Detection:** Security Strips, Attached $1.50 each
- **Stamping:** Using Customer Supplied Stamp $0.50 each

For additional options, price quotes, or questions, please call our processing department at 1-800-461-9120 x 3011 or e-mail to cataloguing@saundersbook.ca

All information will be kept on file for future orders.

Further customization services are available.
**DISCOUNTS:** All books have been discounted 20% off of the CDN list price. Additional discounts will be applied to the list price based on the total value of the order. Orders over $250 will receive a 22% discount, orders over $500 will receive a 25% discount, orders over $750 will receive a 27% discount and orders over $1000 will receive a 30% discount. Discounts apply to print books only.

*SHIPPING:* FREE SHIPPING! (orders under $150.00 will be subject to a $15.00 fee)

**Card Kits—Automated Cataloguing—Shelf Ready**
- Cataloguing information on file, please process accordingly.
- Please see Cataloguing page 99.
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NEW FOR FALL 2018!

BEECH STREET BOOKS

Curriculum Focused Series For
Canadian Classrooms And Libraries

Canadian Celebrations

Fall Fairs
Family Day
National Indigenous Peoples Day
Pride Festivals
Remembrance Day
Thanksgiving

Indigenous Communities in Canada

Algonquin Nation
Dere First Nations
Haida Nation
Siksika Nation

Indigenous People’s Contributions to Canada

Indigenous Peoples in Arts and Music
Indigenous Peoples in Politics
Indigenous Peoples in Sports
Indigenous Peoples in the World Wars

The Great Canadian Road Trip

Explore Alberta!
Explore British Columbia!
Explore Manitoba!
Explore New Brunswick!
Explore Newfoundland and Labrador!
Explore Nova Scotia!
Explore Nunavut!
Explore Ontario!
Explore Prince Edward Island!
Explore Quebec!
Explore Saskatchewan!
Explore the Northwest Territories!
Explore the Yukon!

Canadian Science: Technology and Sustainability

Canadian Air and Flight Technology
Canadian Biodiversity
Canadian Energy Technology
Canadian Natural Resources
Canadian Structures and Sustainability
Canadian Water and Sustainability

Immigration to Canada: Then and Now

Caribbean Immigrants in Canada
Chinese Immigrants in Canada
Irish Immigrants in Canada
Japanese Immigrants in Canada
Middle Eastern Immigrants in Canada
Southeast Asian Immigrants in Canada

Visit SaundersBook.ca To View The 2018 Collection